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— JUNE 13, 1968
Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
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tuangkanchansastr.
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Ernest W. WilWilliams, Marsha
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In Murray and
Calloway County
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-

United Press International

In Our 90th Year

Murray. Ky., Saturday Afternoon, June 14, 1969
John Mark Hale
Gets Scholarship

10* Per Copy

MEDICAID PROGRAM
IS BEING APPRAISED

John Mark Hale, a graduate
of Murray High School this
spring, has been awarded a $100
Industrial education scholarship from Murray State University.
Son of Mr. and Mrs. Norman
D. Hale of 303 N. 5th St., Murray, Hale plans to study industrial education in preparation
for a career as a draftsman.
An outstanding athlete at
Murray High, he participated
m football, baseball, basketball
and track. He also served as a
Brigham Futrell reported to
Boys State delegate and was a the Ledger and Times yestermember of the junior play cast. day that he had been bitten by
a fox which was in his front
yard. He said the fox had been
FRANKFORT, Ky. — State
acting strangely and he thought Economic Security Commission- they be identified."
Meanwhile, tougher rules will
that it had left, but later in er Merritt Deitz said Friday he
the day he saw the fox again is putting brakes on Medicaid take efect July 1. They include:
—Medicaid recipients will get
lying in the yard...Thinking the through organizational and adspecial cards. Consulting physifox was dead, he approached ministrative shake-ups.
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Ex- it, when all of a sudden the
cians will have to enter his
Three doctors were -stopped
aminations for state employ- animal jumped at him biting
name and date of service's renfrom participating in the proment are scheduled by the Ken- him on the ankle.
dered. This is to eliminate
gram and their records were
tucky Department of Personnel
"doctor shopping" or seeing
He killed the fox and bro- turned over to the
atorney genon Saturday, June 21, at Mur ught it in to Dr. Converse,
two for the same ailment.
ray, Elizabethtown, Henderson, Veterinarian, who prepared the eral's ofice for posible crim—Fee schedules for physicinal
action.
Two
more
are
unLexington, and Paducah.
ians will be changed. Items of
head for examination by State der "intensive
investigation" for
services beyond routine office
Health Department officials.
alleged irregularities.
Applications are availahl
Mr.
Futrell
said
'sits now carry higher fees.
that
he
and
sad
is
the
word
for
this
-old
7-month
long
TRAFFIC CASE
near-fatal attack by an automobile in Kalamazoo, Mich.—
from any state employment ser- his wife were leaving for a
Deitz refused to name them, These will be limited to twc
haired dachshund named Head He is recovering from a
broken- leg and ribs, internal hurts. Belongs ,to Judy Hines.
Departthe
from
or
office
vice
visit with their daughter in "because of the possible jep- er patient a year. "Such servment et Persoemel in Frankfort. Houston, Texas and left his adardy- to their right& which-Could logs are presently unlimited and
Completed applications sho- dress and phone number with
result from such information." potential for abuse exists,"
uld be forwarded to the De- a local doctor so that he could
The three were terminated Deitz said.
partment of Personnel, Division get a report on the findings.
—A quarterly print-out will
from the program because "we
of Recruitment and Examina- If found rabid, he will have to
have unearthed evidence they be mailed to each Medicaid reBuildAnnex
Capitol
tions, New
take the Pasteur treatment for violated program policy," Deitz cipient showing itemized serving, Frankfort 40601.
rabies.
ices rendered and paid on beApplications must be on file Mr. Futrell, former Calloway said.
half of each recipient. It will
Atty.
Gen.
John
Breckinridge
in the Personnel Office 10 days County Sheriff, said he knows
list names of providers, dates,
prior to the examination date. that the fox was sick, but does said he had not received records from Deitz. Health Com- and total dollar value.
A notice announcing the time not knew whether it was rabid
and other European countries
By JOSEPH W. GRIGG
—Family heads with dependmissioner Dr. Russell Teague
exasninatians
and place of the
not.
PARIS OF1 — Now that Char into the Common Market from
ent children who qualify for
said
he
has
not
received
a
forwill be mailed to qualified ap- A person near Lysatwille was
les de Gaulle is out, France's which De Gaulle's veto barred
medical assistance by virtue of
mal complaint on the three.
Stolen.. pirated and otherwise voters decide
plicants.
itten by a rabid fox recently
Sunday whether than. He says he has a go-slow
Sources indicated earlier that unemployment will have to
plagiarised from the Fulton
Complete information conpolicy on this.
three doctors were suspected of show unemployed status monD Leader.
Gunn= goes or stays in modicerning all examinations includFaber, three-time president
false billings to the state under (Continued on Pees Eight)
fied form.
pay,
rates
entrance
miniof
ing
of the six-nation European parMedicaid — the $48 million
Dr. Joseph 0. VanHook, retir- In electing • President, liament in Strasbourg, calls
qualification
requiremum
for
state-federal program.
ed chairman of the Department France's 20 million voters will a politically united Europe
ments, and additional applicaand
JAMES BAIRD
Deitz said pending payments
of History at Berea College, be picking a program for the admission as soon as
tions, may be obtained from lo- "A World Gone Sane" is the
to the three are being withheld
has proposed a new state Ken- next seven years. This is a nn- of Britain and other possible
Employment
Kentucky
cal
Sersermon
subject chosen by Dr.
European
tucky song to replace "lay Old off between the top two men countries into the Common
vice Offices or the DepartMent Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., for the and a formal complaint has
been filed with the state Board
Kentucky Home" Says Dr. Van- from a field of seven in voting Market.
of Personnel in Frankfort.
Sunday morning services at
of Health, "pursuant to recomHook. "Let's have one that rep- June 1.
To Develop Better
8:45 and 10:50 at the First Unitmendations of the Kentucky
resents all Kentuckians rather Here me the stands taken by with the Communists'
ed Methodist Church.
than just 'derides' and a weep- the two candidates:
Pompidou says France will
The sermon topic for the Sun- Medical Association for whatRelations with the United continue to develop better
lady."
day evening service at 7:30 will ever disciplinary action the lireTwo traffic collisions were
censing body deems appropriStates:
lations with the Soviet Union
be "Self-Measurement". The
investigated by the Murray Po
ate."
%et us sins of a Kentucky that Pompidou says nothing will and the rest of Communist
en's Choir, under the direc"No further statement will be lice Department on Friday, achal never lacked brave men or stand ki the way of resumption Eratern Europe.
tion of Prof. Paul Shahan, will
eMirageous women. Let us sing of the old, traditional friendade concerning these physi- cording to the reports filed by
Poher calls for peaceful coring the special music at the
cians," Deitz said. "Nor will the oficers. No injuries were
John Maddox Belote, a grad- vening service.
(Continued en Peg, Eight) ship between the two countries existence, easing of tensions
reported.
once the Vietnam War ends. and continuation of talks
uate
of
Murray
High
School
this
with
Last night at 8:56 p.m. a one
U.S. Friendship Cornerstone the Communists.
spring, has been awarded a
car acident occurred on SycaPolies. says France must make
$150
Board
of
Regents
scholarFrench nuclear striking formore Street.
friendship with the United ce:
ships from Murray State UniCurtis Ray Yearry of Murray
States the cornerstone of her
versity.
Pompidou wants France to
Route Five, driving a 1961 Ford
foreign policy.
Son of Mr. and Mrs. Jack
remain an independent nuclear
JOSIAH DARNALL
two door owned by Fay Colson,
Meth Atlantic NATO MU- power. But he calla
Maddox Belote of 1400 Main
for an ul217 Twelfth Street, was going
Street, Murray, he ranked fifth
timate nuclear defense agreeeast on Sycamore Street wimp
Pompidou says France in- ment with Britain.
scholastically in a graduating
_triple funeral services tends to remain in the iuliance.
another car was turning, left.
class of 115. He plans to enroll
Poher says the independent
fee Malvin Oliver, his wife, But he has avoided committing French
according to the police report.
at Murray State in the fall to
force is "ineffective"
Bath Franklin Oliver, and himself on resumption of mili- and
Yearry started to stop, his
study pre-law in preparation
fir bey - nd her means. He
daughter, Penny Marie Oliver, tary cooperation with NATO
brakes caught and then failed.
for a career as an attorney.
says the ultimate solution must
are being held this morning at which De Gaulle ended in 1966.
could not stop, and hit a tree
A member of the student
be a joint Angle French-West
eleven o'clock at the chapel of Poher says France will find
in the yard at 722 Sycamore
council at Murray High, he was
German nuclear force.
the Max H. Churchill Funeral her,security guaranteed within
Street, acording to the police.
also on the staff of the school
fro
come with Bro. Bill Threet, the framework of a "renovated
Damage to the Ford was on
yearbook, a member of the FL. Thomas Fortrier, and Bro. Atlantic Alliance." He has not
the hoocl, grill, and both front
Y Club and participated on the
H. D. Lax officiating.
fenders,
James 0. Baird, president of varsity golf team.
spelled out his ideas on this.
Pallbears will be Flavil M. Europe:
,
Yesterday at 1:05 p.m. a two
Oklahoma Christian College
RdberUon, Rex Billington, Joe
car collision occurred at GlenPompidou says he favors a
since 1954, will be the evangelLasater, James Pridemore, Joe more "European" policy and
dale Road and Dogwood Drive.
LEXINGTON. Ky. 4WD — Uni- ist at the revival services to be
Allbritton, Stanford Andrus, ultimate admission of Britain
LOUISVILLE, Ky. aJru — .•et- which he was lined on three
Cars involved were a 1968
versity of Kentucky officials held at the Seventh and Poplar
Itorrwie Gardner. James Spawn,
ferpon Criminal Court Judge counts of violating the law.
Ford driven by Hans Peter
learned Friday that UK agri- Church of Christ next week.
Herman G. Jorris ruled Friday
J. B. Taylor, Freed Cotham,
cultural economist Dr. A. J.
The motorcycle auety law Lambert of 1215 East Dogwood,
Services will be held Sunday
that Kentucky's year-old motor- has caused controversy in most and a 1966 Ford %-ton pickup
Glen Richardsoo, Joseph ForsAmick, his wife. Dorna, and
ter, Gary McClure, Terry Melcycle safety low Is unconstitu- of the other states where it was owned by Dick & Dunn, driven
two of their three children. Da- ot 10:40 a.m, and six p.m., and
ton, David Fortner, Steve Johntional.
vid. 11, and Darryl, 7, have each day et 7:90 p.m. Josiah
adopted. The lllinois Supreme by Herbert James Dick of Murvela Anthony Fike, and Junior
Jorris said the law, which Court has ruled its state's law ray Route One.
been killed in in an automobile Darnall of Murray will be the
Eldridge.
song director and professional
among other things requires unconstitutional and the MichiPolice said Lambert, going
Sondra Edwards was the win- accident in Thailand.
interment will be in the New
motorcyclists to wear safety gan legislature repealed its north on Dogwood, was making
nursery services will be prothird
Douglas,
son,
A
12,
surof
the
Golf
ner
Ladles
Medal
Providence Cemetery with the
helmets, amounts to clam lega right turn onto Glendale
vived the collision between Am- vided.
The annual meeting of Dis- islation against a certain group law.
arrangements by the Max IL tournament played at the Oaks ick's car and a U. S. Army
Mr. Baird, a native of LebaRoad, and collided with the
passed
Kenwas
in
law
The
Country
on
Club
Wednesday
trict
2 of the Grand Lodge of of people.
Churchill Funeral Home.
truck near Korat, about 135 non, Tenn., was graduated from
Legislature. Dick pickup going west on
1968
the
tucky
by
Thursday
and
week.
of
this
Kentucky will be held, ThursIn his written c pinion. Jorris
The Oliver family was drownmiles northeast or the south- Castle Heights Military AcadGlendale Road.
ed on Wednesday afternoon On In the championship flight east Asian nation's capital.
emy, and then made an extend- day, June 19, at N. Marshall said, "It is further apparently
Damage to the oar was on
Sue
Morris
second
placed
and
High
School
Kentucky
an
of
Tennessee
side
incasion or the liberty of
the
Amick, 36, was a native of ed trip around the world visitthe left front and to the pickup
Grace
James
was
third.
Calvert
City,
the individual and of the right
Lake at Cypress Springs Boat
Motion, Ind., and earned his ing England, Belgium, Holland,
on the left rear !side.
Kentucky.
to be unmolested even by wellDock, formerly Morgan's Boat Fire flight winners were Ph. D from Purdue University Iran, Iraq, India, French Ind )
Murrelle
Walker,
Sue
Mcfirst,
Dinner will meaning governmental authorbed
..Dock, where the old road b
China, China, Arabia, Malay.
Dougal, second, and Virginia before joining UK in 1967.
be served at ity."
W e:tends into the lake.
Burma, Greece, Italy, Egypt,
He
was
assigned
to
the
UK
6:00 p. m.,
Oliver, age 41, is survived b Jones, third.
If Jorris' ruling is appealed
Agency for international DeC. D. T., to all to the Kentucky Court of Aphis parents. Mr. and Mrs. Otho Winners in the second flight velopment (AID) and was work- (Continued on Nips Eight)
Master Ma- peals and the high court does
Oliver. daughter, SUSIIM, a o n, were Mary Alice Smith, first, ing an the development of ad
sons and their not reverse it, the amount of
Tommy Mark, and two broth- Doris Rose, second, and Mar- farm management program fo
The Callaway County Teen
families.
federal highway funds the state Club met recently at the home
ers, Richard and James Oliver. garet Tidwell, third.
northeast.Thailand
tiled receives could be affected.
The Junior Golf Trophy dinA
Mrs. Oliver (Beth Franklin), Third flight winners were
of Glen Sims for a special
meeting will
The law was passed to con- committee meeting. The meet- ner for the Calloway County
age 81, is survived by her par- Cheryl Dailey, first, Jeannie
be held at 7 form to the federal Highway ing, held on June 9, at 7:30 Country Club was held on Wedents, Mr and Mrs. Luke Frank- Crittenden, second, and Marilyn
Joe Doan Watkins
NOW YOU KNOW
p. m. with an Safety Act of 1966, which pro- p. m., was primarily for the nesday, June 11, at the club.
DOSN.
lin, daughter, Susie, son, Tom- Adkins, third.
--Winners of the 1968 season
open meeting vides that states without the purpose of discussing the EduFuneral
for
services
Clarence
my Mark, four Asters, Meg- The fourth flight winners
The marimba, a musical intfanses Janie Stamps. Edward were Polly Seale, first, Linda strument with tuned wooden Mayfield of Murray Route One to follow. There will be en- law will suffer a 10 per cent cational Trip to he taken to were presented with their troHicks, Richard Oliver, and Adams, second, and Myrtle Mae bars, differs from the xylo- will be held Sunday et 2:30 p. tertainment for the women and penality in federal highway Frankfort, University of Ken- phies.
children during the tiled meet- money.
Johnny Quertermous was the
tucky, and Bardetown.
Fiord Garland, and five bro- Grogan, third.
phone in that the tone of each m. at the Antioch Church of
James R. Carr, the assistant The group also discussed. a champion in the medal play for
thers, Ramie, L C., Memel, Low putts went to Sondra Ed- bar is amplified by a wooden Christ with Bro Alfred Colley ing. Most Worshipful Grand
Muter John W Chandler will commonwealth's attorney who meeting to be held at the ar- 14 to 7 year olds and the runrcia. The tournament chairofficiating
Phillip, and Reed Franklin.
or metal resonator, or by a
n was Mabel Rogers.
Burial will be in the church be the featured speaker at both prosecuted the case, said he rival of the two IFYES to Cal- nerup was David Keller.
Penny Marie, age 10, is surgourd suspended beneath it. U cemetery
In the 11 to 13 year olds
with the arrange- meetings Other Grand Lodge felt it would be appealed, but
vived by her brother, sister, and At the close of the tourna- Is of Malaysian origin.
ent on Thursday, a potluck
ments by the J H. Churchill officers are expected to at- a decision would wait on the loway County. The teen mem- Bubb& Hughes was the first
her grandparents.
display
bers
have
a
to
decided
uncheon was served at the club
Funeral Horne where friends tend.
flight winner with David Frank
return of Commonwealth's Atty.
District 2 is composed of 16 Edwin A. Sehoering Jr.. who of camp crafts, record books as the runnerup.
use.
may call.
and
made
items
in project work
Mr. Mayfield, age 63, died Lodges in Marshall, Graves and was out of town.
John Belote was the chamas a way to interpret the 4-H pion
OPEN HOUSE
suddenly Thursday at ten p. m Calloway Counties: Murray 105;
in match play in the 14
If
the
ruling
is
not
appealed program to these exchange
THROB CITED
to 17 year olds with Dow Ryan
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Temple Hill 276; Hazel 831;
armee Prase ameniesteram
Open house will be held all Larue Mayfield; mother, Mrs. Folsarodale 283; Mayfield 369; to the Court of Appeals, it members.
as the runnerup.
would become a precedent in
June 26 and 27 was stated as
Three persons were cited by day Monday, June 16, at the Laura Mayfield; daughter, Mrs. Farmington 382; Landrum 448;
First flight winner in the 11
Kentucky, but would not be the date of the Educational
ONTUcxy — ceThrtserrAy the Murray Pare Department Baptist Student Union of Mur- Freda
to 13 year olds was Robbie HibRogers; two sisters, Mrs. Cuba 644; Water Valley 756; binding on other circuit court
Trip.
Sims
Mr.
reported
deafly warm and humid with yesterday and last night. They ray State University. The Cen- Edwin
that
Warren and Mrs. Jewell Synisonia 917; Briensburg 401; Judges in the state.
the Calloway 4-H Council had bard with Johnny Hewitt as
nattered thunderstorms today wee one for public drunken ter is located at 108 North 15th Howard;
brother, Wilson May- Calvert City 543; T. L Jeffer- The, case was brought
and tonight. High today in the ado, one for driving while in Street. Refreshments will be field;
promised to provide half of runnerup.
to
the
son
-Benton 622: Doric TIT, Althree grandchildren, Mrs.
Johnkty Quertermous won the
'petitioner
e4
the.
Or
east of the bus fare fee
the
Lew tonight in the Ms. 11111111111tad and Deming a police *reel 'throughout V* day of Nancy
Miller. Dwaine Rogers. ma 925, HiAiillerliley 667: cud Coiirt when a Louisville the trip. June
traveling trophy for three con23
was
Decreasing
the
night
cloudiness
with Abstr. and one for reckless registration. All students are and Ralph Rogers; great grand
Joe Dean Watkins, D. D. G. M.
secutive years and will be able
showers ending from west Sun- drieine and public drunkenness. weltome.
will preside at the meeting. motorcyclist appealed a ruling (Continued en Pars Eight)
son, Ricky Miller.
to keep the traveling trophy.
Louisville
Police
Court
in
DI
day atIsesim

Brigham Futrell Is
Bitten By Fox

iN SC1EN
RVICES
Fe. at N. 17th St.
0,, Kentucky
1100 a.m. and
iy at II:00 p.m.
WEL(X)ME —
Speaks to Y
NBS - 1340 KC
t 8:15 a
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Security Commissioner Is
Putting Brakes On Program

State Employment
Examinations Are
Set For June 21

Seen&Heard French Voters Will Decide
Around . On New President Sunday
Murray

Sermon Subjects
Given For Church

Two Accidents ,
Are'Reported

Scholarship Is
Awarded To
John M. Belote

Oliver Family
ittes Today

Church Will
Have Revival
Services
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UK Economist Is
Killed In Thailand

Grand Lodge
Will Hold
Annual Meet

Sondra Edwards Is
Golf Champion At
The Oaks Club
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MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Down the

Emmy Awards Wall Street
Left Much To Chatter
Be Desired

- THE LEDGER & TIMES
PUBLISH= by LUIGI* • TIMES PUBLISHING OOMPAPIT,,
Coomohdation of the Murray Ledger. The Calloway 'Timm, mod
The Thess-Iteraid. October 20. 1125, and the West Bentudtkia.
January 1, 1SCA.
MS N. 4th Street, Manay, ganansliy nen
JAMBS C. WILLIAMS. PUBLISH=
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arden Path

NEW YORK UPI - This is a

Ire reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Isetten to the 110011c.,
sr Public Woke items which. In oar opinion are be for thsbsstj
interest of our readers.

By RICK DU BROW

eoneikated sad indecisive
ter he =rink says Saygan.rgSam
he. "TM technical

By AIM W.lIVALLIAMS

Li

••

NATIONAL RIPRSBENTATIVILB: WALLACH WRYER 00.. uN
.Madison Ave. Memphia Tenn; Tine a Life Bids.. New Tart. N.Y
Illispneneon Bldg. Detroit. Melt

UPOn
HOLLYWOOD UPI - Near
Isn't June a weadsehi walgel at the Wyk from a
IWIMMIAM especially the rails
end of Sunday night's Emmy A
will reel* befaer thee to re- !booth: The nights are cool sad donate duds to the more
rds show on CBS-TV, Jack Benny
,"
arn prila out. In pleasant and the days not yet brilliant ass. They make
ilaisred at the Post Office, Murray. Lettudry, for traomedea se
observed that the televisionacad- &ado
Mee kastor coo- hot and dry enough to keep us excellent cut flowers and are
Claes blotter
emy really improved things this Schnee km deteriorated elite from enjoying the outdoors. beautiful with roses as an
year.
to
illUIMICIMPEION RAT= By Carrier In Murray. per week Md.
the
sharply, reeMting to Warsaw New flowers are opening, accompaniment
"For example," he said,"this Nadeau,'and no strong tase reminding of a little verse by H. arrangement. This old fashioned
$2.20. In Canoway and adicenins counties. per year. WO;
1 1 2. 513.00, Elsewhere MAW AU service subeerons MIL
year they validate the parking." of cadendation has had "time A. Bellows, which reads like flower is so hardy and most of
Good old Jack. As usual, he to form.
them are either perennial or they
this:
"The Cietetendlog Civic Asset of a Oemomety le eis
got right to the heart of the
"There's a day in June before us, re-seed themselves. Requiring
lailegetty rie ate Piewsosper•
matter. Another year, another W. E. Hutton
only ordinary soil and little
Co. feels this Lustrous green and blue,
bomb, this time wasting the ex- Is no time to be increasingly
SATURDAY — JUNE 14, 1906
they
make
a
Winds like heartbeast pulsing attention,
ceptional talents of two fine hos- bearish concerning stocks, or o'er us. Quick with rapture wonderful addition to any
ts, Bill Cosby in California and even bonds. The market may
garden.
Mery Griffin in New York.
plant
that
Another
a
go a little lower, "but there's
One of the mod important
From what I could tell, the more room for higher prices
needs for June is cultivation, blooming just now Is the
chief improvement in the Emmy than for any real investment
sometimes even more necessary Tritoma, variously known as
In almost any newspaper or news magazine
p. stem was that, instead of four disaster."
than watering. It is said to be a Torch lily, poker plant or red
you pick up, you will find at least one article or
million awards this year, there This bull market has been
preventing insect hot poker.. They grow from two
in
help
United
that
the
warns
who
someone
were only three million.
story quoting
financed on a cash-and-carry bas- Doubles and in aiding the to four feet high and the flowers
I'm not going to bore you by is rather than on margin credit,
States is in serious trouble. In trouble, not from an
fertility of the soil. The ground rise above the foliage in red or
noting in detail again that the e firm says, "and while there
alien and foreign enemy, but in trouble from aliens
absorb moisture better and yellow spikes. Horticulturists
procession of awards was end- ay be a shortage of money to can
soil the food is more have hybridized them and a
in
looser
within.
"n"
"
. 11111111.11111....mmiLwa4
r
-I•
less, and the lumping Weltered y bonds, to loan
or borrow easily carried to the tiny roots. variety of shades may be
types of shows into one category
The graduating clams of the University of
commerce, thus tar there
June is a good time to mulch obtained. The roots may be left
was ludicrous, and that the trivia
PRINCELY COLONEL--Seen in military uniform for the first
no shortage of funds earmark- Your acid loving plants. The In the ground throughout the
Tennessee at Knoxville Tuesday listened as George
of
much
of
the
low
quality
Ume, Britain's Prince Charles. 20-year-old heir apparent to
ed for investment in equities." Azallas and even dogwoods and winter and will multiply so that
Romney told them 'Nee Ourselves have spawned in
nominating was underpowering.
the British throne, inspects the Royal Regiment of Wales
evergreens will benefit with a in a few years they will put on
• our country a growing number of emergetic,
For this is just par for the
at Cardiff Castle. He is colonel-in-chief of the regiment.
The popular focus of the dev- rod mulch of oak leaves from quite a show. I have had the
course.
ractionery barbarians whose fervent objective is to
eloping stock market boom will last fall. Pine needles around the yellow bloesoms with red tips
What was appalling, however, be the oil discoveries
i
denim Asada ad its institutions." Romney,
in Alaska, Azaleas will be especially good. for several years and this spring •
was the total absence - in the says Winslow Stetson.
UltimaThis is a good time to pinch planted some roots of the solid
, sualfrit olf lisuagAnd Urban Deed_iopment and
program's conception and pro- tely, the company believes,these
out the tops of the annuals yellow. These are plants that will
gwvaser of Michigan, arid the asition faces
duction - of even the slightest discoveries will
prove to be of which by now should be ready be sure to put an exciting corner
trace of show business magic, sufficient magnitude
tads so -nornplexs. the nation's amity' is
LEDGER I TIMES PILE
to surpass
garden.
except perhaps for Cosby's per- and perhaps displace those of to bloom. This pinching makes in your
• tbratened.. Try something new each year.
them branch out into a much
sonal magnetism and way with the Middle East.
better looking plant and will give It will lift your garden and you
Dr. Harry M.Sparks, president of Murray State
even mediocre material. He is
Deaths reported today are John Waddy Wear, age 56, and Mrs.
the doldrums.
University, told the Paris Rotary Club in a recent Sammie Marshall, age 72.
a comedy genius, but the material Paine, Webber, Jackson di Cur- more blooms as well. Removing ou: qf
provided for him and Griffin was tis advises purchasing paper eq- all dead blossoms will lengthen
speech that the S.D.S.(Students for a Democratic
The body of Sgt. Robert Thomas Peary, 19, who was killed
woeful by any writing standards. uities for long - term apprec- the blooming season of most all
Society) is "basically communist" and that its
France in 1944 while a member of the Air Corps ,is being refillplants.
To give you an idea of the iation. Paper companies
will
for burial here on June 16.
•
intention is to destroy the universities Of America.
When watering your plants be
basic note of the evening, the have record earnings this year
Among the births reported are a daughter to Mr. and Mrs.
sure to soak thoroughly instead
magic
of
exceptional
show
busor the next and tile developing
Columnist Eric Hoffer writes this week: "in
Nickless Smith, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Morton, and a
iness production was replaced disposables market provides pa- of just sprinkling. One good
• this country at present, millions of peaceful folk in
tollr. and Mrs. G. B. Scott, Jr.
soaking once a week is much
by award highlights that essen- per makers with their
out- better than sprinkling every day.
Today is Flag Day. On this day, June 14, 172 yearlasgo,
city streets and ghettos, in suburbs and on
tially,
were
a
mixture
of
regret
look in history, the firm says.
Continental Congress adopted the nation's first flag.
One
plant
that always
campuses are submitting meekly to robbers and
and bitterness.
appeared
in
our
mother's and
For
example,
Don
Adams
got
muggers, to black and white ideological thugs, and
grandmother's gardens is the MUSPiT
an award for "Gel Smart," and
to foulmouthed insults and threats. No one hits
Salvia, or flowering sage. The liAppEN
observed that it was picked up
back, and hardly anyone speaks out loud in
most familiar is the bright scarlet
by CBS-TV after being canceled
outrage."
which
makes
a
cheery ONCE
by NBC-TV. Hope Lange got an
•
background.
But
have
you
ever TO
award for "The Ghost and Mrs. by United Press International
An article in the June issue of "Nation's
EVERyONE?
tried
the
blue?
There
are
several
Muir," and it is transferring to Today is Saturday, June 14,
Business" carries the same warning Dr. Sparks
They straightway left their nets, and followed dim. - Matthew ABC-TV after being let go by
the 165th day of 1969 with 200
made in his Paris speech when he said "Your high
4:20.
NBC-TV. Carl Betz got an award
NEW EQUALDIER
schools and your businesses will be next."
Busy men are apt to be selected for higher service. Idle people for "Judd for the Defense," and to follow:
COiumbsa
The moon is new:
never
pit Ras
get
anywhere.
Said Nation's Business in this regard: "In an
it has been canceled by ABC-TV. The morning stars are MerflESPos
Barbara Bain got an award for cury. Venus and Saturn.
spe of moral crisis, when violence is sweeping
LONDON UPI - Britain's new
•dokom
Mission: Impossible," and at The evening stars are Mars tax on pet foods affects the high
tecducIgoe
college campuses like a virulent disease, the most
this point it seems that she is ..nd Jupiter.
as well as the low.
dangerous error a businessman can make is tc
leaving the series because of On this day in history:
Member of Parliament Ronald
believe that he has nothing at stake; that somehow
sharp differences.
In 1775, the United States Russell says he wants "doggy
student rebellion can be quarantined. Campus
LEDGER•TIMES FILE
Miss Bain, in fact, really sock- Army was founded when Con- bags" introduced in restaurants
ed it home to the video audience gress authorized the recruit- at the House of Commons so
rebels already have launched attacks against
Sunday night that there was bitt- ing of 10 companies of riflemen diners can take scraps home to
hilliness firms. In the past year, college campuses
Deaths reported this week are H. E. Barnes, Bobbie Tucker and erness in the way she and her to serve one year.
their pets.
were the staging grounds for. . . .a thread
Little Miss Dorotha Dean Outland.
husband, Martin Landau - also In 1777, the "Stars and
seizure of New York's Consolidated Edison. .
Pictured this week is an officer's short sword that was caught a star of "Mission: Impossible" Stripes" became the Uaited
on a mussellman's line in the Tennessee River last week by Roy - apparently have parted from States national flag.
plan to send hundreds of 'customers' into Macy's
140 biTTER SwEE1
In 1940, the Germans entered
Scarborough, about two miles this side of Fort Henry.
the series.
ICIvE STORV ol
where, at a prearranged time, they would star a
The Philadelphia 76ers led
Paris
at
Among the marriages announced this week is that of Miss
dawn
A yousic, coal
and
began
World
Well,
of
course, the news awthe \ational Basketball .kssociamius lboting. . . .a protest in the new General
wed A
Imogene Dulaney, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Will Dulaney of ards had much merit. And Susan War ll occupation of the French tion in most points scored per
stutend stan
Motors buildinging in New York. ."
Kirksey, to Junior Lampkins, son of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Lam- Saint James got an award, and capital.
game in 1967-618 with an aserage
Many faculty members and administrators
OD WTI
cot.uve,scot.oa
pkins of Murray.
Arte Johnson too, and Geraldine In 1951, Wisconsin Republican of l22.6.
Lynn Grove flour is advertised at 63 cents for a 24 pound bag Page and Paul Scofield, so there Sen. Joseph McCarthy charged
seem impotent in the face of terror tactics being
Defense Secretary George MarIn the ad for Tolley & Carson Food Market
were some bright moments.
used by campus rebels, and a number of eminent
shall with having "common
professors are said to be leaving the large
cause" with Josef Stalin o f
universities for new posts in Canada and for smaller
mon along color set owners. viewer and then comparing the Russia during and after World
campuses in out-of-the-way places.
"Survey shows that going to brain waves emitted during color War II.
A thought for the day —
Pointing to Japan, Nation's Business said
sleep watching color television programs to those recorded
Henry David Thoreau said:
during
black
and
white
reenjoyable."
48.9
per
more
is
cent
student rebellion has already crippled that nation's
"Philanthropy is almost the onception.
uidwersities to the point where no diplomas will be
Assuming I am on the right ly virtue which is sufficiently
Packs A Wallop
"warded this year. Lest year, Tokyo University did
track here, the experiment prob- appreciated by mankind."
not award any medical degrees because its students
A good copywright probably ably would show that black -and
could sharpen that caption up a white light rays agitate the sleelacked adequate training to qualify as physicians.
bit, but even in rough form it per's brain whereas colored rays
In the 1930's, Nazi students intimidated and
'
PICKS WRONG SPOT
assuage it.
packs a wallop.
disrupted German universities.
This
could
be
the
start
o
My
next
step
as
a
TV
manuBy DICK WEST
The most serious threat is that if student rebels
facturer would be to underwrite something big.
ELMIRA, hi, Y. UPI - Friday
are allowed to use force and get away with it, this
WASHINGTON UP!. My neigh- a research project to determine
the 13th could hard3i. prove as
LARGE ORDER
bors, the Planktons, have a fairly why it is more gratifying to sleep
practice will spread to other groups in our society.
unlucky as Thursday the 12th
through a television program in
fixed routine in the evening.
If students can seize university property, tenants of
for
Douglas Miller,
Wimprey Plankton gets home color.
apartments can seize buildings, customers can seize
Elmira Police Chief Bernard
If I may hazard a supposition, ARDLEIGH, England UPI - A
from work about 5:30 and putters
stores, and the list goes on and on.
around the house awhile. At 6, I would suppose that it has some- convoy of some 20 British army Demember said he was awakened
he and Ethelgreen have cocktail thing to do with the way light vehicles rumbled into Peter Lew- by noises and found the 17-yearSenator Abraham Ribicoff, who has just
old youth hiding in a shower
hour usually is over by 8:30. rays effect the unconscious mind. is' garage for gasoline.
returned to Connecticut from a month on the
in the bathroom of the chief's
Then
This
theory
could
they
be
took
have
2,000
easily
They
dinner,
gallons.
clear
college commencement circuit, takes the opposite
away the dishes, put on their tested by attaching electrodes Lewis promptly gave them 10,. home. Miller was charged with
view of Secretary Romney. He predicts a quick
burglary.,
pajamas and retire to the den to the head of a sleeping teleGreen Trading Stamps.
decline in campus violence and says moderate
to watch television. At some
students will -throw up the SDS."
point during the viewing period,
Wimbrey drops off to sleep in
We hope he is right, but fear he is just thinking
his, chair. Occasionally, Ethel..
wishfully. In any event,. we believe Nation'i
green dozes off, too.
Business makes a good point in concluding its
At 11, they arouse themselves,
article in this way:
The woman and I V1 ent alone to talk to
MOSCOW (1:Pli, I met a hero of the Soturn off the TV set and go to bed.,
the director
viet Union in Moscow's central bath last
"In view of the threats posed by the student
' This is a shame." said the woman while
week when I went there for a sauna.
Enjoys Color Set
rebels, businessmen, as alumni, can urge every
we were in the elevator "We don't have
"I don't care that you booked a private
college to deny its facilities and funds to any group
problems with anyone. only he comes here
room her," the hero said. "I am a hero of
The other day Wimprey was
often and doesn't respect anyone. Some
the Soviet Union and :I have the right to
which advocates force, either on or off campus. As
elling me how much he and
times he comes five minute's before clostakethis private room before you."
voters, they can urge legislators to impose more
1
thelgreen have
ing time and forces us to stay longer so he
enjoyed the
to 29C
A bath employe. an elderly woman with
a
careful controls on money used for state-supported
bath.
olor set they bought about a
take
a
can
hero
the
to
sr
turned
a gently round face,
not
in
Iranovich
his
was
Alexei
office.
the
year
and
reserved
a
half
ago.
colleges.
saying. "but this man has
But. his deputy ruled that the hero should
said "Do you mean that
room in advance."
i
As a measure of self-defense, every college can
wait since I have ordered the room in ad"That's not my problem." the hero said
you sleep better in front of color
adopt the policy promulgated by the University of
vance
right
house
"Don't you see the rules of the
elevision than you did in front
Notre Dame: "Anyone or any group that
. in front of you?"
f your old black-and-white set?"
TH.E WOMAN and lreturned down.
substitutes force for rational persuasion" will be
"That's right," Wimprey restairs Rut by that time the hero and his
INDEED THE rules of the house were
friend already had occupied the room The
lied. "I don't know how to ex.
hanging on the wall They said heroes of
given 15 minutes to cease and desist. Those who
•lain
h e r o's voice, gruff and authoritative.
it, but I enjoy napping
the Soviet Union and holders of some oth•
refuse to comply will be suspended, and if they
came through the closed door "I have the
er high decorations have the advantage
In the den much mor since-we
right and I am staying here
persist, will be expelled.
"But the rules also say that if a customgot the color set. And Etheigreen
a
"This is not the first time he does this."
er has booked a room here for a specified
Both as taxpayers and as private donors,
a
does, too."
said the woman "He behaves like he wails
the
take
to
right
lie
has
the
hour,
then
It occurred to me that Tv
businessmen must concern themselves with how
everything"
advance of any
unless
room
informed
in
manufacturers have been overWhat' his name'"
their money is being spent in the colleges. It is
changes." I said.
looking a good point in their ad"I can't tell you," said the woman "We
"Of course that's true:' said the woman.
short-sighted and self-destructive for businessmen
vertising.
knOw him but forgive us We can't do a
"I don't care." said the hero, I have the
to make gifts to colleges which give sanctuary, or
If I were a TV manufacturer,
thine lir is a hero of the Soviet Union.
right to take the room
I would hire George Gallup or
grant amnesty, to student terrorists. Those who
The woman suggested we go to see Al- -We will do all for you, just come again tonet Ivaaavich. 41irector at tha_beth...The—MOrrow and everAltliW111.1;e fine,"
some other pollster
maw&
a
value the preservation -et-a free society should stop
What if the hero is herelomorrow"
hero and his friend. who also held some
survey
to
ascertain
whether
ISF
subsidizing, the advoe..ates' Of terrorism and
problem
-Welt
a
We
that's
can't
ttlo
to
refused
s,
distinguished decorition
Planktorts' experience is cornthing." she smiled, obviously embarrassed.
badge,
socialism."
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Memphis' 'Nick' Nicholas
• Likes His Scuba Diving
111111111

the blue, from a
iade to the more
mei. They make
tit Bowels and are
with roses as an
iment
to
the
t. This old fashioned
hardy and most of
ther perennial or they A
smelly... Requiring
iary soU and little
make
they
a
addition to any
piant
that
is
just now is the
rarioualy known as
poker plant or red
They grow from two
t high and the flowers
the foliage in red or
Wes. Horticulturists
idized them and a
r shades may be
le roots may be left
und throughout the
will multiply so that
ears they will put on
ow. I have had the
moms with red tips
years and this spring
ne roots of the solid
se are plants that will
ut an exciting corner
len.
Ching new each year.
your garden and you
iolcirums.
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Boating

NOTE:Charies A. "Nick" Nichoies is the chief photographer
of the Memphis Commercial Appeal newspaper.

1 11111119111117111111111 II II
••

:::::

By JACK WOL1STON
trunk. With an over-all length
By CHARLES A. ROND
NEW YORK (UPI)- For the of 13 feet, 3 inches and a beam
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (UPI)- Charles A. Nicholas Jr. is a true
person who likes a frequent of 5 feet, 8 inches, it takes outsportsman.
change in his boating scenery board motors up to 50 horseHis appearance, however, is deceptive as he walks into the
but doesn't care tetse a trailer, power. It weighs 145 pounds.
it
111 I
1111:1 1 7,
five-story Memphis Publishing Co. building, dressed in a stylish
th
raenge
indusotry
wide
f nio
nfi
watati
offen
e acraftAnother
big
is
factor
suit and buckle shoes with a giant gadget bag hanging from his
economy. Of course, no trailer
shoulder.
increasandbecoming
they
are
AMERICAN LEAGUE
is needed, saving up to one-half
BATTING (130 at !fetal—Carew, Minn..
Uigly popular.
Employes there know him as the Commercial Appeal's chief .303;
Petroceilli, los , .332; R.Smith, sat.
or more the cost of the boat
CI; F.Robinson, Bait. .322; F.Howeed.
photographer. Few recognize him as a man who eagerly plans Wain.,
available
Models
sizes
are
and
itself and eliminating all the
.312.
RUNS—F Robinson. belt., 47/ Blair, for almost every kind of water
several weekends each summer challenging the elements and
bother of towing, maintaining
Ball..
43;
F.Howant,
Wash.,
0;
himself under water.
R.Jackson, Oak., 4; Petri:cern, Bost.. V. wort. While they don't offer the and storing boat and trailer.
RUNS BATTED IN—PoirelL Batt. 0; sleek appearance of the convenThe first image of the trim but muscular Nicholas as a scuba Killebrew, Minn., 47;
F.Howard, Wash.,
Because of the design of these
Murcer, N.Y.. 44; T.Horton. Cleve, tional rigid hulled small boat,
diver is not to surprising. But the sight of a 43-year-old father of 44;
boats and their light weight they
43; Yastrzwnskl, Bost , 43.
HITS—F.Howard, Wash., 73; Blair, they have a lot of advantages. can lay alongside a yacht and
two sons-both as large or larger than he wading with 60 pounds Balt,
72;
F.Robinson,
Balt.,
0;
Portability is one of the big- never mar the topsides paint on
of cumbersome equipment into a chilling Arkansas lake is a Brinkman, Wash., 66; Carew, Minn., 64.
DOUBLES—Carew, Minn., 16; Buford. gest assets. For example, the
the larger craft or create bothermanifestation of dedication.
Bail.,
13;
F.Robinson,
Belt.,
13;
Avon Company, whichoffers some bumping noises. Also, the
Yestrzernski. Soot., 13; soweis.
There are many divers older and more skillful than the 13; Blair, Bat, 13.
0111. Brown and his two Border Collies
nine models of,inflatable boats, pneumatic nature of the craft
Dood and Sussie, of the Almo Community obTRIPLES—Hegan, Sea. 4; McAuliffe,
ruddy-faced "Nick" who admits he took up the sport, rather than Del.,
serving a diversion channel on his farm.
3, Clarice, N.Y., 3; B.Alkin, Wash.. has one that will streak along absorbs shock easily and silently
Chic.,
3,
Aparicio,
3;
Pinions,
K.C.,
3;
deep-sea fishing, after a coin-toes five years ago.
up to 50 miles" per hour, carry for safer boarding or docking.
D.Green. Oak 3; Harrelson, Cl.,.., 3,
HOME RUNS—Petroceill, Boat.. 30; five to six persons, yet fold
Nicholas belongs to that special breed of pseudo frogmen who
R.Jacksan, Oak., 11; Howard, Wash., 16;
structed in one of my fields last
live hundreds of miles from the nearest coast and pursue their Pessilene, N.Y., 17; Yestrzemski, Boat. .15. up and pack away in a car Inflatable'
Weekend TV Sports
year. The diversion protects the
STOLEN
BASES—Harper, Sea., 30;
Inflatables in the Avon line
sport in the relatively murky and unexciting freshwater lakes of Campanili',
Oak., 21; Foy, CC., 14;
bottom land from the hill water
are designed to offer the utmos
Saturday
CC., 17; Clarke, N.Y., 13.
Kelly,
mid-America.
11 a.m.-Milwaukee 150 Auto
PITCHING
(5
Decisions)--McNally,
and the open ditch carries all
in boating safety. Constructed of
Race (4).
"It is a lot of trouble," he admits, noting the drive of several Balt., ILO. 1.000; Lorton', Bost., 6-0, 1.000;
•
heavy duty nylon cloth coated
the water off of this field. I
1 p.m.—Major Leagu• Baseball
Lyle, Bost., 5-0, 1.000; Phoebus, Salt., 6-1,
hours, the packing and unpacking of equipment and the .1137; Latch. DM.. 5-1, .657.
Baltimore Orioles at Chicago
with gray synthetic Hypalon rubrented this field last year beSTRIKEOUTS — Cuip, Boston, 01;
White SOx (4).
stumbling entry over mudcovered rocks when the destination is McDowell,
ber, the boats, are unaffected b
cause it was so wet but I plan
Clove., 90; LoilGh,
116;
1 p.m.--R011er Derby (a)
McLain, Def.. 77; Stettin, Sea., 70
3:30 p.m.-1969 U.S. Open High reached.
sun, oil or aging.
to farm it myself this year. I
I IghtS
(8)
NATIONAL LEAGUE
They are far less vulnerable
believe I can grow 125 bushels
"You take five hours to get ready to do something for one
4 p.m. Le Mans Grand Prix
RATTING 1130 at bats)—M.Alou, Pitt..
to damage or holing than any
Race (5).
of corn per acre on it".
hour," he quips. "Much like a sky diver, I would guess, except .30S; McCovey, SF.. .355; C.Jones, N.Y.,
.345; A.Johnsion, Can., .344; Stamen, Pitt.
conventional hard hulled boat. 5 p.m.—U. S. Open Golf from
"The local ASC Committee
their trip is a little shorter.
.343.
•
Houston, third round (3).
By
Three independent buoyancy
will cost-share with landowners
'SUNS—Wynn. Haat.. IS; (Jones,
Sunday
"I think it goes back to that old thrill," he said, a gleam • C; Kessinger, Chic., 42; McCovtly.
Felix
C.
Perrin
chambers, each wigs a separate 2 PAL-Lanenocn• 11111-__ Ped•_
who qualify for these practices,"
42; 11.Willlarns, Chic., It; Tolan,
growing in his eye. "I have always thought that being in the water S.F.,
Race (4)
USDA Soil Conservation Servic according to 011ie Hall, ChairCtn., 41.
valve, insure the inflatables will 2:30
p.m.-AAU
Track
Meet
(5).
RUNS OATTED IN—Banks, Chic., 12;
The increasing popularity of remain afloat in almost any kind
satisfied something in human beings that might be traced back to
3:30 p.m.—NFL Action (5).
man of the Calloway County ASC
McCovey, S.F., 44; Santo, Chic, 44;
cruising on the Tennessee River of emergency.
4 p.m. U. S. Open Golf from
evolution."
011ie Brown, Henry Edwards, Committee.
R.Allen, Phil., 41; Tolan, Cl.., 40.
Houston, final round (6).
HITS—M.Mou, PItt., 91; A.Johneon, Is reflected in a record 18,000
Raymond
Wrather and E. H. Swi
Nicholas and his sons were introduced to scuba diving with a Cl,,., 74; Tole., Cl.., 74; Brock, St.L.. 73;
The inflatables come equippIf you are interested in these
recreation vessels which locked ed with a powerful foot bellows
Perez, Cl.., 70.
ft constructed diversion channels practices contact 'the Soil Conday-long lesson in Destin, Fla. in 1964.
DOUBLES — U. Moo, Pittsburgh, 21;
through TVA dams last year. and most owners agree that readyon their farms last year.
servation District Office, above
"I guess my first impression was of being alone-even with the Comings., Chic., 13; H.Aaron, Ati., 111;
Brock, St.L., 15, Stargell, Pitt , 15.
About 13,500 recreation boats, ing them for the water takes Mini-Television
Diversions are a much needed Swamis Grocery in Murray, or
TRIPLES-19..lackson, All.. 5, Tenon,
instructor there," Nicholas said.
houseboats,
and
locked
cruisers
soil
conserving
practice in Callo- call 753-6100. We would be glad
Ctn.. 5; B.WItItams, Chic., 4; M.Alou,
little more time than launching
TOKYO (UPI) - Japan
"Earlier that summer I had used mask, tins and snorkel at Pitt., 4; N.Milier, Ittwst., 4.
through in 1960, and fewer than a rigid hulled craft the same size
HOME RUNS — McCovey, SF., 30;
Broadcasting Company (NHK) way County. Every bottom land to assist you in any way we can.
Green Ferry Lake (Ark.)," he said. "It was so clear I wanted to H.Aaron,
All.. 17; L.May, Cin., 16; 8,000 in 1955.
from a trailer. Inflated, most has designed what it calls the field that that has water running
R.Allen. Phil., IS; Wynn, /Sant., 14.
be able to stay down longer -more like the fish."
A further increase in Tenne- models are so light a child can
across it from the hillside above,
BASES—Brock. St.L.,
STOLEN
smallest television relay station
Nicholas began buying equipment shortly after his lessons and Wills, L.A., 16; Morgan, Houst. 11; ssee River cruising seems likely. launch them unassisted.
needs a diversion at the foot o
Bonds, S.F., 14; R.Jedraen, Alt, 10.
in
the
world. The station, about
PONY LEAGUE RESULTS
admits it was not inexpensive.
PITCHING IS Decisions)—Stone. All., this year, TVA said. An unusual
Many manufacturers offer a the size of a suitcase, automati- the hill to intercept the water
6-0, 1.000; Holtzman, Chic.. 10-1, .909; number of inquiries have been
June 13, 1969
"I now have three complete sets for my boys and me at a Bandschon. S.D.. 3.1, .333;
number of accessories which in- cally receives and retransmits tel- and carry it to a suitable outlet,
McGraw, N.Y.,
.100; Seaver, N.Y., 9-3, .730; Bleu, received from boaters in other crease the versatility
thus protecting the valuable butt
minimum of $20) each," he said, "but the equipment lasts for a 41.
of these evision programs.
Pitt., 42, .750; Merichal, S.F., 5-2, .730.
RHE
om soils from excess water.
STRIKEOUTS — Singer, L. A., 113; sections of the country interested boats, including a detachable outlong time. I would compare it with a good set of golf clubs and
NHK will install the minGibson, St.L... 116.; Jenkins, Chic., 93; in cruising the Tennessee, follIn• dians
001 021 3 7 310
the
All
landowners
of
ahoy
motor
bracket,
inflatable
seat
fot
D.Wiison. Kant.. 116; Perry, S.F., 65.
equipment."
402 010 x 8 3 3
owing a recent article on the extra comfort, mahogany floor iature relay stations in remote are well pleased with the perfor Orioles
Nicholas, who insists he has "always been a little chicken,"
subject in a national boating mag- boards, gas cylinder for emer- areas of Japan in order to reach mance of their diversions. Mr.
98
per
cent of all television sets 011ie Brown of the Alma
stresses safety as the third and silent partner of a two-man diving
June 11, 1969
azine.
Comm
gency inflation, jointed spruce in
APPRECIATIVE SPOUSE
the country, when the small unity stated, "I would
team.
RUE
Nine dams on the Tennessee oars, and others.
not tak
relay units are installed, an in- anything for ray diversion
Phils
101 02 44 1
River form a continuous chain
"I try to be extra careful in scuba diving, unlike some of those
One British model has a builtcrease of 3 per cent..
‘
„,
000 Oti
4 4
open •ditch dralnage that I con- Mets
carefree souls who jump into the water thinking there is nothing
BARROW.LN FURN'ESS;Eng- of lakes 630 miles long, froni in fiberglass floor which obviates
Knoxville
in
east
Tennessee
down
to it," he said."Some of them end up dead."
loose floor boards and allows the
land UPI - There's no doubt about
It. Sam Hartlebury is a happily. through north Alabama and back boat to be folded into one com11. el •IMMI•II•1=111.ii41.1./.11
rip o
It4IM1. 40M.Itimo•o .111111.0 II l
north through western Tennessee plete package. The same British
married man.
and
Kentucky
to
near
the
river's
company
offers
a
6
-1/2-foot
moHe celebrated 25 years of wedded life Tuesday, not by giving mouth at Paducah, where the del with room for two adults and
Tennessee
flows
into
the Ohio. two children. Weighing less than
hts wife a mere present or a
Recreation boats may lock thr- 30 pounds, it has a built-in
bunch of flowers, but by:
Hauling up a huge British flag ough without charge at these transom and can be used with
atop a 25 foot pole in his front dams. A bell rope has been pro- oars or outboard engine.
vided on the downstream wall a
Prices on thVnflatables range
yard.
Filling his garden with 5,000 short distance below the lower from about 850 for a small dingy
to several thousand dollars.
FRANKFORT, Ky. UPI - White seashells, spelling out "Pat and gate at each lock, so the boater
BOSTON (UPI)-Boston Cel- bass fishing at night continues
Sam, silver wedding June 10." can signal the lock operator that a For example,the Avon I3-footer
tics player-Coach Bill Russell to be the best bet in some lakes,
Said Pat: "I'm simply delight- boat is ready to lock through. mentioned previously is offered
has resigned to become a the state Department of Fish ed."
Services for boaters are avail- at $795.
movie and television actor, the and Wildlife advises in its weekSaid Sam: "A good wife de- able at numerous docks and marlBoston Herald Traveler said end fishing report.
serves something special after -nas along the lakeshor es. Naviga-4 Woman Power
today in a copyrighted story.
tion charts may be purchased Fails
Herrington - Black bass are 25 years."
Bandit
Rummell, 36, informed Celtics' good off rocky points on crawthrough TVA at Knoxville or
LEXINGTON.
Ky. (UPI) General Manager Red Auer- fish, by jump fishing and castChattanooga, or by mail.
Never underestimate the power
The
bach of his decision Monday ing artificial nightcrawlers at
largest
number
of
recreatSLINGS SPAGHETTI
We WU1 Be Serving . .
ion craft locking through the of a woman-even when it comes
night, the paper reported today. night. White bass fair by trolling
dams last year was 2,890 at to bank robberies.
crappie
some
around
stickups.
According to the report
Milt Rosemary Powers, 47, a
Dale Hollow - White bass are
SASSARI, Sardinia UPI - Tore Chickamauga Dam. Totals at bank teller, foiled
Russell's immediate plans call
an attempted
other
dams
at
included
2,868
for him to make two movies, good at night on minnows at Pinna, 42, was charged with disGuntersville, 1,953 at Watts Bar, stickup by diving on the floor
feet.
CUTTING UP- Visiting ManiBluegill
good
35
on
worms
turbing
the
court
Tuesday
after
one with Jimmy Brown, former
1,875 at Kentucky, 1,727 at Fort and hitting the alarm button
waki. Que.. to' fulfill a camhe hurled a platter of hot spagCleveland Browns star fullback. and crickets at 6 feet.
when
stuck
a
bandit
a
gun in her
paign pledge, Canadian
Cumberland - White bass are hetti and tomatoes at 11 men on Loudoun, 1,465 at Nickajack,
•
1,444 at Pickwick, 1,398 at Wil- face and said, "Give me your Prime Minister Pierre Elliott
excellent at night On minnows trial for kidnaping.
6 A.M. to 10 P.M. —7 Days A Week
50's, 20's and 10's."
Trudeau takes a cut at a
at 30 to 40 feet. Blacks fair by
"That's how I feed animals," son, 1,256 at Melton Hill (on the
J. C. GALLIMORF.
The
bandit
said.
-Get
up
off
ball before the start of a
casting at night and trolling in he said. "I just throw the food Clinch River), and 1,120 at Wheethe floor,- but Mrs. Powers _baseball
ler:
_Dolnirirmeer
daylight.
Scattered
meQ1M1100.erm
game,.
missed;
catches
He
of to them," _
nimisoame44
- - The Cincinnati Reds sej a
stayed down. T-he gunman then
National League record for fe..- crappie and bluegW. Trout good
-fled
empty-handed.
In lower lake at night on minnows
est complete games by a pitching
* *•
nightcrawlers.
staff for one season v. ith 24 in and
Sharp Increase
Lake
Kentucky
Black
bass
1968.
In TV Sets
medium deep runners. Bluegill
OSLO (UPI) - On April 1
good on worms and flies. Spotthere were 769,000 television
ty catches of white bass and
sets in Norway. This Was 22,591
5 crappie. Below the dam, fair
more sets than on Jan. 1.
I catches of catfish, crappie and
p ••
Barkley - Black bass are fair
Big Spill
by casting artificial
worms.
NEW ORLEANS (UPI) - U.
Bluegill fair on worms and crickS. Engineers say the Mississippi
ets. Below the dam, white bass on
River could pump 3 million cudollgs. Bluegill good on worms.
bic feet of water at New Orleans
Catfish good on worms and cut.
during a flood period. That's
bait.
Barren - White bass are good
more than double what the
banks of the river could handle.
by still fishing with minnows
About 1,750,000 cubic feet
at night and casting around bridge piers. Black bass by casting
of water per second would have
and trolling.
to be diverted to one or more of
Rough River - White bass are
the spillways located above New
The warm eeeting of
fair to good by casting spinners.
Orleans. The Bonnet Carre spillyoyr Welcome Wagon
Black bass fair on surface and
way immediately above the city
hostess with "The Most
artificial worms. Scattered cathas had to be opened three times
Famous Basket in the
ches of bluegilf.
--in 1937, 1941 and 19511
World" will introduce
The lakes are clear with tem*•
you to our community
peratures 72 to 82 degrees.
and start you on the
Lou Brock of the St. Louis
way toward new and
Cardinals has led National
lasting friendships.
League outfielders in error" for a
COSTLY WEEDS
record five consecutive yeats.
If you are new in town,
** *
call
LONDON UPI - The British
Thomas Jefferson's birthday.
Ministry of Defense spent $144
April 13, is observed in Alabama,
Thursday getting rid of three
Missouri and
weeds.
a ••
That's what it cost to send
DOWNCAST-is Johnny Longdon, trainer of Majestic Prince as
weed-disposal expert Tom CarFranklin invented
Benjamin
he leads the horse off the track of the B01119110 Stakes in New
l:lisle 80 feet_ up the side of the
Yon
after
the
holes
finished second, falling to win horse
Ministry Building in Whitehall
•••
Phase 7634371
racing's elusive triple crown. Arts and Letters won the race.
to pluck three small elderberry
Missouri was admitted to the
-UPI Phot s
nion Aug. 10, 11121.
IIIMIEREEIMIRIME111111111111•1111111 saplings growing from crevices.
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Diversions
Needed For
Bottom Land

Cruising On
Tennessee
Is Big Sport

•

v thru Tue.

•
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RURNER
ARA FERRIS

Report Says Celts'
Russell Resigns
To Become Actor

Bass Fishing is
Best At Night

HAZEL CAFE

:CO

•

111111111111i1114111111611111191

Now Serving . . .
CATFISH
U•
ESfRYL
aE
.EAK

-!

ic

FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH DINNERS
Take

POP out to Dinner on
Father's Day....

Bring the Whole Family!

FATHER'S DAY
DINNER

1

NOTICE

•

THE CHEVROLET STRIKE
HAS BEEN SETTLED THIS WEEK.

Instant
•
Friendship

9c

We Should Have A Good Inventory Of All
Models And Options Within A Few Days.

•

J. H. (Hardeman) Nix
Charlie Jenkins
CFide Steele

CALL OR SEE:

ozen

DV(101.,TAY2tHEVROLET

ehme a3ok.

Store.
111611111111111111111111111,11111141 ,

Linda Adams

Phone151-117

Murray, KY.

Smith 1201 Street
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Tali LEDGER

Jones-Wilson Vows To Be Read

di Visits -

AT(J1DAY

MURRAY. KENTUCKY
Air •*all

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . .
friday. Jew 1$
The Retired Teachers Assam- 0
Wks will meet et tie Old
Court Meese at 2 o'clock.
•••
The North *army Elmnisme&
ers will meet at the hems at
Mn, Ames Cede at LSO gum.
•••
The Ruth Wilma
M. at
the First United Methodist
Church W8C3 will have a dinner at the Deliiieg Dm at seven

Phone 753-1117 or 153-4347
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Hendon-Dale Engagement

g

•

•

Miss Mary Hurts Exchanges Wedding
Vows With Don Walker Korte, Jr.. In
Ceremony At First Presbyterian Church

•

-

•PACO
—

•

nue=

Capt. and Mrs. M. W. Healy,
1702 Farmer Avenue, are th
parents of a daughter, Elizabeth
Anna, weighing seven pounds
Walter Blackburn, Mrs. Robert fifteen ounces, born on Friday,
Howard, Mrs. William Nall, Mrs. June 6, at 11:45 eon. at the
Frances Richey, Mrs. Howard
Murray-Calloway County HospiGiles, Mrs. Bill Seale, Mrs, Clif- tal.
f rd Eubanks. Mr. and Mrs. EuThey have another daughter,
gene Flood, and Dr. and Mrs! Portia, age 3%. Capt. Healy 's
Carman.
NI 3X
with the Murray State University ROTC.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. G. W. Hudgins of Marietta,
Ga., and Col. and Mrs. R. W.
Healey of Pittsburg, Pa.
•••
Keri Jean is the name chosen
by Mr. and Mrs. Terry McCuiston of Murray Route Two for
their baby girl, weighing seven
pounds ten ounces. born at 12:55
p.m. on Monday, June 9, at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. McCuiston have
one son, William Gerald (Jerry), age two. The new father is
employed with the Mo-Go Oil
Company.

• ••
'Ike sanctuary of the First
Wordily, June 14
Presbyterian Church was the
The Omicron Alpha Chip"
scene of the wedding of MLA1S
of the Tau Phi Lambda sormity Mary Ellen Hum, daughter of
will have a picnic at the home Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Hunk
of Mrs. Glenda Smith at 11:311 1512 Dudley Drive, Murray, to
Don Walker Korte, Jr.. son of
•••
Mr. and Mrs. Don W. Korte of
The Boots and Slippen 1728 N. Alanton, Virginia
Square Dance Club will have Beech, Virginia.
•
Rev. Stephen Mazak performtheir regular dance at the
American Legion Building he- ed the double ring ceremony on
glowing at 8 o'clock with Die Sunday, June 8, at four o'clock
Dunn as the caller. EnglaM Is in the afternoon. George Thomas was the organist for the
Invited.
wedding. The church decorations were by Mrs. Paul Lynn.
Sunday, June 15
Bride's Dress
Twilight golf will be held at
The bride, given in marriage
the Calloway County Country
Club at four p.m. with Dr. and by her parents, was lovely in
Mrs. Conrad Jones as golf hosts. her wedding dress of white
A potluck supper will be serv Aiencon lace trimmed in seed
ed at seven p.m. with Mr. and pearls_ Her illusion veil was atJONES
(Photo by Love)
tached to Dior bow with details
Mrs. Heron West as hosts.
•••
Dr. and Mrs. Conrad Jones. 1314 Wells Boulevard, Murray,
in seed pearls. She carried a
MISS MARSHA ANN HENDON
•
nosegay of white daisies and
1111111Simce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
Tuesday, June 17
Janith Louise, to William Richard Wilssn, son of Kr.
roses.
yellow
The Good Shepherd United
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Hendon announce the engagement
Miss Pat Caspar of Chicago,
lid Mrs. J. B. Wilson. 303 North Sixth Street, Murray.
Methodist Church Women's SocGrandparents are Mr. an of their daughter, Marsha Ann, to John W. Dale, Jr., son of Mr.
Min Jones is a graduate of Murray High School and is a iety of Christian Service will
was the maid of honor. She
Mrs. Rudell Bogard, South 11th and Mrs. John W. Dale, Sr., of Paris. Tennessee.
saiiiior at Murray State University. She is a member of Sigma meet at the church at two p.m. wore a yellow chiffon dress over
Street. Murray, and Mr. and
Miss Hendon is a 1965 graduate of Calloway County High
•••
peau de soie designed similar
Rpm Sigma social sorority and is a past "Dream Girl" of Pi
Mrs. Guy McCuiston, College School. She ;eceivsfj the B. S. degree in mil-sing from Murray
Miss
Jean
the
bride's
to
that
Kappa Alpha social fraternity.
gown.
of
Potts
Murray Assembly No. 19 OrFarm Road, Murray.
State University on June 2nd. She plans to begin work at MurMr. Wilson is a graduate of Murray High School. He re- der of the Rainbow for Girls She carried a nosegay of daisThe great grandparents are ray-Calloway County Hospital in July.
ceived his Bachelor of Arts degree from Murray State- University will meet at the Masonic Hall ies.
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Wilkinson of
Mr. Dale is a 1964 graduate of E. W. Grove High School in
Little Miss Melissa Mercer,
Where be was a member of Pi Kappa Alpha social fraternity. He at seven p.m.
Murray Route Three, Mr. and Paris, Tennessee. He also graduated from Freed-Hardeman Col•••
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. CharIs presently attending the University of Louisville School of MeMrs. Hayden Bogard of Dexter
." Route One, Mrs. Peachie Berk- lege in 1966 and. from Oklahoma Christian College in 1968. He •
dicine where he is a member of Phi Phi medical fraternity.
The Christian Women's Fel- les W. Mercer, was the flower
Is presently engaged in graduate work at Murray State UniverThe wedding will take place on Sunday. August 17. in the lowship of the First Christian girl.
ley of 203 In;an Street, Murray, sity and preaching for the New Providence church of Christ.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted M.. Potts of
Dan W. Korte served as best
sanctuary of the First United Methodist Church•in Murray. Only Church will have a potluck sapand Mrs. Edmona McCuiston of
A mid-September wedding is planned.
=town invitations are being sent and all friends and re- per and installatioh of new of- man for his son. The ushers Murray Route Four announce 608 Pine Street, Murray.
the
appraachengagement
and
•
•
•
Korte
and
were
Johnny
George
am invited- to attend.
ficers at the home of Mrs. 0.
B. Boone, Lynn Grove Road, at ,Korte, brothers of the groom. ing marriage of their daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Lee Bolls
The wedding was directed by .;ean, to Tommy Phillips, son of of 1506 Belmont Drive, Mur:30 p.m.
Bryan, bride-elect of Frank
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Rupert
Phillips of ray, announce the birth
• ••
Mrs. Max Carman.
John Kolb III of Mayfield.
of a
Murray Route Three.
Reception
To take the sizzle out of
The First Baptist Church WoMrs. Lilly, Miss Trudy Lilly,
daughter, Kelly Lee, weighing
Both are graduates of Calla
Immediately following the
surruner, hat makers are pushing man's Missionary Society will
Mrs. A. W. Russell, and Mrs.
six pounds 11% ounces, born on
straws of all sorts for men. For meet at the church at 9:30 a.m. cerem7ny the reception was v. ay County High School. Mr. Tuesday, June 10, at 12:35 p.m
George Shaw were the gracious
The home of Mrs. G. T. Lilly
•••
etr ana sars. trien Beach an country wear are the
held in the fellowship hall of Phillips is now employed with at the Murray-Calloway County
hostesses and presented t h e
on
South
Sixteenth
Street
Murray
was honoree with a large round
Police Department:
children, Carla and Tracy, an wide-brimmed types once
Circle .I of the First United the First Presbyterian Church the
silHospital.
the
scene
Friday.
June 6. for a ver tray.
A June wedding is planned.
Punch and cake were served
Mr. and Mrs. Ohs Beach re known as plantation hats. For Methodist Church WSCS will
The new father is the agent delightfully planned
•••
afternoon
from
appointed
turned home recently after
the
beautifully
The honoree chose to wear a
city wear. bnms are narrower. meet at the social hall at two
for Mutual of Omaha in Mur- coffee honoring Miss
Jane Eaves pink linen
trip to Indian Rock Beach, Fla. CTOWISS higher. These have a high p.m. Hostesses will be Mrs. R. bride's table overlaid with a
dress with a printed
ray and Calloway County.
t,roiaren
with
stars
in
their
and other points of interest in- roll at the back of the brim that C. Ward and Mrs. J. C. Joiner. cloth belonging to the bride's
Grandparents are Mr. and eight pounds eight ounces, was silk scarf and matching pink
eyeS
about
the
various
Apollo
•••
grandmother, Mrs. Mary Ellen
cluding Kopek Inn, Silver diminishes to a mere lip at the
born to Mr. and Mrs. Lilburn shoes. Her gift corsage was of
adventures in space now can Mrs. Clayton Smith of Blyth- Leonard Duncan of Murray
Springs, Cypress Gardens, and front.
Wednesday, June III 0
' Hum.
pink rosebuds.
ville,
Ark.,
and
Mrs.
Inez
Bolls
Mrs. Eugene Flood, assisted dress the part. Somersault, a of Murray. The great grandpar- Route Six on Ttiesday, June 10,
Bush Gardens. Enroute they visThe Pottertown Homemakers
Refreshments were served
maker
of
children's
things,
has
by
Mrs.
ited Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ray
Charles
Mercer,
Mrs.
'
Club will meet at the Holiday
ents are Mr. and Mrs. Charley at 6:49 p.m. at the Murray-Cal- from the beautifully appointed
introduced
a
stretch
denim
Walter
of Chattanooga. Tenn., and Mr
Blackburn, and Mrs.
Inn at ten a.m. A special film
table overlaid with a white emBeatty of West Plains, Mo., Mrs. oway County Hospital.
and Mrs. Carter Robertson and
George Strickland of Henrietta, playsuit that looks like the Opal Smith of Dickens, 'owl,
shown.
Mr. Duncan is self employed broidered linen cloth holding an
Swim suits for males include on birds will•be
••
Texas, aunt of the bride, pre- spittin' Uwe of suits worn by and Mrs. Iva Stites of Newport, as a farmer.
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Bailey,
arrangement of mixed spring
four types this season. If
the astronauts. To add Ark.
all of Montgomery, Ala.
The Hannah Circle of the sided at the punch bowl.
Grandparents are Mrs Maga- flowers. All appointments wens
shopping
for
one
for
Father's
• ••
cake
was
Serving
Mrs
the
authenticity,
appliqued
on
the
•••
WSCS of the First United Meline Wallace, Mrs. Laura Suth- in silver.
Mn. Trudie Hargis of Mur- Day, you'll rind mid-thigh or thodist Church will have a fam- Rex Gates of Henrietta, Texas. arm is a NASA flag.
Thirty guests were included
A son, Ray Lilbum, weighing erland, and Lilburn Duncan, all
knee-length
knitted
trunks
in
ray has been a patient at the
ily picnic at Kenlake State aunt of the bride, who was assof Dexter Route One.
in the courtesy.
printed
cottons,
denims
and
sisted by Miss Wende Flood
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Park.
rugged twills; knitted checks
•••
•••
and Miss Martha Maddox of
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Brewer and somewhat shorter and topped
The ladies day luncheon will Henrietta. Texas.
Following the reception the
children, Marcia Jo, Jere. and with a brood belt; tank suits be served at the Oaks Country
Gayle. of Houston. Texas. have meant to be worn with a striped Club with Betty Buchingham couple left for a wedding trip
been the guests of his parents. swim shirt; and the old faithful and Lilly Johnson as chairmen to Nagshead. North Carolina.
boxer trunks. For after the of the hostesses composed of They will be at home in PaduMr. and Mrs. J. C. Brewer.
•••
swim, the newest includes Marilyn Adkins, Dortha Jones, cah after August 20 of this
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Byers caftans — long, flowing garments Nancy Willis, Beverly Spann, year.
and children, Melanie and in plain or striped fabrics. They Eleanor D'AngeI3, Carol Crouch, The new bride is a graduate
Keith, have returned to their are similar to styles worn by Janice Stubblefield, Nell Tac- Carmel High School, Carmel,
home in Lexington after a visit camel drivers, roadside kett. Donnie Foust,. Margaret California. and received her
B. S. degree from the College'
with their parents, Mr. and merchants and desert tribes of Taylor, and Jean West.
•••
of William and Mary, WilliamsMrs. Rex Byers and Mr. and North Africa.
,
Mrs. Herman Loyins.
An open luncheon at S1.50 burg, Va., in June 1968. She exper person will be held at the pects to receive her Master of
Calloway County Country Club Science degree in August frow
with serving from 12 noon to S;uthern Illinois University,
one pm. For reservations call Carbondale, Illinois. She is
Jack &tote, Bill Hina, Don a member of Gamma Phi Beta social sorority and of Phi
Tucker. or Ace McReynolds.
•••
Beta Kappa and Phi Kappa Phi
scholastic fraternities. She will
Thursday, June 111
The Calloway County High teach in the Paducah School
School Band Boosters Club will Systein this fall.
Mr. Korte is a graduate of the
have a potluck supper at the
-City 'Park at 7:30 p.m. Each fam- Virginia Reach, Va.-, High
ily is to bring their own silver- School. He received his BacheJAMES BAIRD
ware and plates. The club espec- lor of Science degree from the
Evangelist,
ially invites all new members Cillege of William and Mary in
and families of those just gra- June and will enter Graduate
President
of Oklahoma
duating from the eighth grade School at Murray State Univer•
Christian College
and entering the high school sity in September. He is a memJUST
ber of Sigma Phi Epsilon and
band this fall.
04,
•••
Phi Alpha Mu fraternities.
Out of town guests were Mrs
Men's Stag Night will be held
THU NATION S
at the Calloway County Coun- Allen S. Brantley and Mrs. AlPPNINITEPUN•
try Club at 6:30 p.m. with Char ma Althiede, sister and grand•
lea Sexton. Ed West, James R. mother of the groom respective1969
•14.1
JOT Ii OINK eels Ow
Allbritten, and Dr. C. C. Lawry ly of Virginia Beach, Va., and
•
•• -"iv
family of the groom; Mr. and
as hosts.
STar,Z.
•• •
Mrs. Rex Gates, Mrs. George
PK V S PAT Off
FAMILY
FOR THE
... OR
Temple Hill Chapter 511 Or- Strickland, and Miss Martha
for 2 OR MORE PEOPLE
der of the Eastern Star will Maddox, Henrietta, Texas; Mr
orneet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30 and Mrs. C. 0. McKusher, Desi
Moines, Iowa; Mrs. Clyde Meyer
p.m.
•••
nd son, University City, Mis:
CHOOSE AMONG THESE 3
souri; Mr. and Mrs. Hervey
friday, Jun* 20
HOUDAY INNS of DAYTONA REACH
The New Hope Homemakers Eckmann of New Haven, MisClub will meet at the Pans souri; Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Du1 ROOMY NIL INTERSTATE
95. roorre
NIINAN NM int locator To u.p.,r loc.• am pro
Landing State Park at 6:30 p.m. lany of Pacific, Missouri; Miss
MN
Arosstime. litawmorian4 So.e, leworyis, CAre
•••
Anne Koller and Miss Mary Leh.
RAIIAAST SW/ UAW rowdy Carotins arena(
buipet-pnari
et
an, Carbondale, Ill.; Miss Pat
Sunday, June 22
7 11111.11131 INN NNW swum. am, t• moo
The Murray Business and Pro- par of Chicago, Ill.
S I ass.a oft boob %WOW int Soar moms.
fessional Women's Club will
Sokol SHAM fors am,•11SS OM* of ROAN WM
Rehearsal Dinner
have breakfast at the Holiday
MURAT MO 11E1'1. Col*el Riots mac
The groom's parents, Mr. and
0.-alaw. deg wog. NH re awl= lierwrastlersi
Inn
at
8:30
a.m,
honoring
th
1•••4••ar. U $ 117, row fationtsre 4
state president, Mrs. Ledean Mrs Don Walker Korte, enterHamilton. Call Mrs. James Shel- tained with a rehearsal dinner
*All 3 Inns offer free beach and pool facilities of
on or Mrs. Vance for reservat on Saturday, June 7. at the HoliHoliday Inn Oceanside, our resort inn, on the Ocean
day Inn.
ons
by June 16.
"UST VACA TION BUY ; WRITE OR CALL TODAY-- - -•---,
presented
The
bride-elect
•••
I
Osiseel
i
1111104, NOS IIIIITRTATIOSI COTES
gifts to Miss Pat Czapar and
I
PM "Igor Tangoes Syr
I
I
Women who sew for Miss Melissa Mercer.
il798 International Speedway Blvd".Daytona Beach,Flo r ida 32014 1
Prenuptial Parties
themselves better dust off
i grandma's quilting
I PHONE(904)255-7456
parties in honor of
Prenuptial
(nine
if they
i
i aneriermo can b• awe A mg 11.111ar •• tnre tor c41,0.1 rr •• MUM 241188
i want -original looks come fall the bride-elect were given by
1 SOW Specirl,raratirs orlerinetseri Osand winter. The nation's Mrs. Donald Hunter, Mrs. Philip Tibbs, Mrs. Ed Diuguid, Mrs.in. a c se4 ng _dui/Ants
eten•
owing a lot of quilted and E. B. Howton, Mrs. CTISrlat'
Mrs. Dwight Crow. Mrs.
patchwork looks in their new Mercer,
.
Henry-Holton. Mrs. Auto*, Hit:
Sties
char. Mrs. Albert Tracy. Mrs.

• •

lermrdi
yeas.
•

• • •

11,

MISS .husnli i.ouisa

arigitter,

Miss Jean Potts To
Be Married To
Tommy Phillips

PERSONALS

Lilly Home Scene
Of Briral Coffee
For Jane Bryan
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File Boat Plan
on Long Cruise
Pilots are not allowed to fly
planes without filing a flight
plan. Boat skippers may well
take a tip from this regulation, according to the Evinrude News Service.
It is a good idea to file a
plan of your boat trip, if for
any distance, with some responsible person ashore. This
Is the marine equivalent of an
aircraft flight plan. It is a
record of where you intend to
cruise so that if you should
have any trouble, rescuers will
be aided in searching for you.
Ask a U. S. Coast Guard Auxiliary unit officer. He will tell
you how and where to file'a
plan.

Do's and Don'ts
of Outboarding

Launching a boat from a trailer hos become simple with th• vent improvements mode in boat trailers in the lost few
years. Most larger ones now have tilt beds that allow the boat to be tilted toward the water. Just be sure you keep
a line attached to the boot when it is launched. And don't take too much time at the ramp. Someone else is waiting.

-Do's and Don'ts of Boating:
Don't tie up to buoys or channel markers.
Don't appropriate pier or dock
by tying up and leaving your
boat, thereby depriving others
of the only space available.
Don't anchor so close to other
boats that fouling can occur.
Don't anchor in channels or
fairways, thus interfering
with traffic through the channel.
Don't desecrate the waterways by dumping refuse overboard to collect in harbors or
on the shoreline.
Boat Hook Very
DO get familiar with your
local buoyage system. Charts
Useful Equipment
governing your own waters
should be obtained and
One of the most often negstudied.
lected pieces of gear aboard
DO
exercise courtesy when
a boat is a boat hook. The
passing other boats, especially
boat hook is not required
small craft with anchored
equipment, but it has a great
fishermen.
many uses, say the people at
DO avoid staring at the occuEvinrude.
pants of other boats--It's an
The most obvious use is in
invasion -of privacy!
tending off when leaving or
DO render help to another
approaching a pier, or in helpboat in trouble. It is unseaing to pick up a mooring.
,raaalike
to ignore a distress
They can also be used to hold
the boat fat to the pier for
DO be considerate of others
short periods of time when
whenever and wherever you
one remains aboard. They are
boat.
Invaluable in retrieving articles lost overboard.

Trailer Boating Adds
°Dimension to Life Afloat

Boat trailering is fun. It enables you to explore and find
adventure you couldn't otherwise. Certainly, it facilitates
boat camping.
Today, boat trailer design is better than ever. Trailered
•boats ride safer, more secure, and are child's play to handle.
Many trailers, like those manufactured by Evinrude, are tailormade for a kind of boat.
Generally, built-in quality is found in most of today's namebrand trailers. However, they do require care from their owners.
After long trips of Immersion of the trailer in water, its bearings should be lubricated. This
must be done routinely if the
should be done unhurriedly.
trailer is used in salt water.
step by step
Before starting out, give
In the overall, a trailer is
heed to tightness of ail bolts. xinly a small part of one's inCheck tire pressure. 'enderboat and in
vestment-in
inflation is worse than overboating accessories. A good
inflation. Check for adequate
trailer used properly is like
.
slack in your safety chain. Inhaving an insurance policy on
spect the tie-downs to see
which one doesn't have to pay
that they are absolutely sepremiums.,
cure.
To prevent damage to your
boat, see that rollers, bolsters,
and other areas of contact
conform to the shape of your
boat's bottom.
Test the electrical system
to be sure brake and signal
lights work. Test that electri• cal brakes respond. Replace
W broken reflectors.
The boat camper gets the
In the instructions that acbest of two worlds: the boatcompany your trailer, the
man's and the camper's.
manufacturer specifies hitch
By day he can cruise and
load capacity. If you trail a sight-see where views are us*
boat in excess of a trailer's
ually best on water. At night
rated capacity, you are beghe can have a restful night's
ging trouble. When computsleep and a hearty meal
ing trailer load, remember to
ashore like the traditional
include the weight of motor,
camper.
luggage, and other gear carBoat camping requires a
ried on the trailer.
little care in equipment planTrailering on the road is
ning. Remember, boat space
a matter of common sense.

(Photo by Love)
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Allow for more braking time
due to the added weight pushing your car from the rear as
you brake. On sharp turns
have to swing wider for
proper clearance.
When launching at a natural site, pick a sloping shoreline to ease the operation. Be
sure that your car tires are
on terrain firm enough to give
you enough traction to pull
out with the weight of your
trailered boat.
Launching operations

Use Light Meter
Waterborne photography
demands an accurate lens exposure setting. Take this tip
from the Evinrude News Service and always use a light
meter for truly professional
pictures. Take your meter
reading at the point of interest you plan to photograph.
If this is impossible, find an
object that is exposed to similar light conditions.

Use Boat Logbook
A record of your boating
adventures serves several purposes, say the folks at Evinrude. An inexpensive logbook
will provide you with a record
of fuel usage, places you have
visited, time required to travel
a given course, a record of
your guests aboard and much
more useful information. It is
a real aid when you are planning future outings. It also
serves as an aid to reliving
pleasant moments during the
off-season.

Stop Boat Porpoising
When a boat porpoises it's
usually caused by poor trim.
Move extra gear forward to
add weight to the bow of the
boat, reports the Evinrude
News Service. If this doesn't
correct the situation, check
the vertical angle of the lower
unit. Move it closer to the
transom.

is limited. With a 16-foot runabout or larger, you can boatcamp with your family. Basic
equipment needs are a quickerecting tent stored in a waterproof carrier, sleeping bags,
air mattresses, a two-burner
stove, lantern, vacuum jug,
cooler, clothes line, all-purpose
pocket-knife, nesting
cookware set, first aid kit,
and last but not least, mosquito repellent.
The folks at Evinrude Motors suggest that a good rule
to follow is carry ashore only
needed items. Equipment put
ashore in the afternoon will
all have to be reloaded the
next day.
As with any camping, sites
should be selected well before
sunfall. As a boatman, you'll
want safe anchorage, ease of
mooring, a pleasing landscape
Give attention to the avoidance of mosquitoes.
By studying your boat carefully, you can devise ways to
be a "space miser." Boat seats
can do double duty for storage
as well as seating.
Shelving and fixtures under
the foredeck are useful to
store gear handily.
Marine white gas will fuel
your engine as well as your
stoves and lanterns needed
ashore.
First time boat-campers
should try short weekend excursions for training and experience before undertaking
longer, more ambitious trips.

Water safety rules are meant
for everyone. The Corps of Engineers urges you to study and
obey the traffic rules on the
water. These rules are for your
protection..but they are effectiye
°I:4 if you observe them. They're
good rules to live by.
Keep everything on an even
keel...especially when boating.
Carefully placed equipment in
your boat is a great convenience.,
but equipment that is unevenly
distributed can cause a boat to
capsize. Take the time to prepare for your trip...give yourself
more time on earth.
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Imagination, Common Sense
Keeps Kids Amused Afloat
Boating is a true family
sport. To insure good times
for the younger set, some
thought must be given to
keeping their interest peaked.
The trick here is to get them
involved.
For example, the Evinrude
News Service suggests you
can assign duties like maintaining a list of stores, keeping
a log book, or reading instruments and recording data.
Make a game of reading

Placement of Gear
HelpsPerformance
The

placement of gear and
passengers aboard your boat
may have quite an effect on
its performance. Simply moving one person from a front
to a rear seat may improve
the planing characteristic considerably, say experts at Evinrude Motors.
Boats, especially small
boats, are sensitive to placement of weight. Too much
weight forward will cause
them to plow and not attain
top speed. Likquise, too much
weight in the stern will cause
them to ride with the stern
low and could cause porpoising and resulting lack of
speed.
0

Lees Oe &arm!

buoys, finding landmarks, taking a bearing.
Break the monotony of
lengthy runs by a trip ashore
for a cookout or a swim from
the beach.
Keep simple fishing tackle
aboard: medium-weight spinning rod or a short, stiff boat
rod for bottom species.
Play useful games related
to marine savvy. Test the kids
on the recognition and identification of different types of
boats, sail and power. Don't
forget the fine points of hulls:
deep-vee and gull-wing.
Docking and shoving off are
always tests of skill. Assign
duties to these operations in
keeping with the kids' capacities. Introduce the youngsters
to skin diving, water skiing,
and shell collecting.
Seasonal boat maintenance
is a necessary part of boating.
In limited doses, painting,
polishing, and lubricating
chores can be delegated with
good effect.
There's nothing dull about
boating unless you make it so.
If children are to be happy
aboard, keep them constructively occupied. This is really
not difficult if you mix common sense with a little imagination.

One thing that will help keep the kids happy axd alert while booting is to
let them take the wbeel occasionally. They can be any age, as long as they
h.tve good adult supervision. Teach them the rules of the road and courtesy
&loot They'll be better boatmen when they grow up. (Photo #1322)

Knowing Rules of the Road
Makes for Better Boating
Today, our waterways are
much Ike roads. In boating
travel, too, we must obey
traffic rules for the safety of
4oirselves and others. Beyond
the prescribed rules laid down,
vve must exercise courtesy
and judgment at all -times
when operating boats.
- Here are a few basic rules
for better boating from the
Evinrude publication, "Outboard Boating
1. In head-on meetings. both

boats steer to starboard
(the right) so that each
passes the other to the port
(left I side.
2. When overtaking, the faster
boat must keep clear of
the boat being overtaken.
3. A motorboat burdened with
- another boat in its danger
zone (from dead ahead to
two points abaft of the
starboard beam), must give
way by altering course,
slowing, or stopping if
necessary.
4. Boats under sail have the
right of way over powerboats, except if they should
be bvertaking.
Buoys are the road signs of
the waterways. When a boat
enters a channel from open
water, the buoys on its port
side (lefti are black with odd
numbers. Buoys on the right
are red with even numbers.
Steer a course between them,
keeping to the right. Midchannel buoys are vertical
stripe marked. Buoys marking obstructions are horizontally red and black striped
with the top band indicating
the best channel side.

STEERING CHECK
PREVENTS FAILURE

Every season, hundreds of pleas.
tire boats regardless of their type
get IMO major and minor scrapes
beeause of faulty steering. Yet a pr•
riodic check could have prevented
111055 of these.
The Evinrude News Srrvi ire suggests that you give your lioat's steering system a thorough inspection- A
good place to start is the steering
wheel. Wheels have been known to
freeze from -"Corrosion or lack of
lubrication. Use a waterproof grease
to lubricate cables and gear systems
located near the wheel. Occasionally
check the hub nut on die steering
wheel to see that it is secure.
Check steering wheel drum to lw
sure the cable feeds off and on the
drum without slackisqt or jan0000ing.
TROUBLE-FREE BOATING
Outboard steering eables may
DEPENDS ,,ON CARE
stretch. They should function
Rautine
maintenance will insure
smoothly„, with enough tension so
that steering lines can't slip out of against loss of tilts.- and temper dursheaves or off the steering wheel ing the season. Bill Spaeth, manager of engineering at Evinrude, ofdrum.
Inspect cables on outboards and fers the following tips for carefree
steering linkage on inboards. Re- boating.
Lubricate your engine with applace frayed cables and any worn
components. Pulleys should lie proved lubricants, according to inbolted, not screwed, into place. If structions furnished in your owner's
your outboard is fitted with a me- manual,
l'oor ignition can often lie traced
chanical steering system without
pulleys and ropes you need only to spark plug troubles. Check that
they
are clean. Frequent plug foulcheek securings at the engine.
If your boat is used iii salt water. ing is e sign of excess oil in the
fast.gs, look for corro- gas mixture.
Lack of good motor performance
sion and replace anything questioncan also lie traced to the fuel system,
able.
Inboard owners should make tlw tank, lines anti carburetor. Rid the
same thorough clock as recom- system of gummy deposits with lacmended for the outboard operator., quer thinner or acetone. After tleangiving special attention to all under- 1It& -hi sure -III fillings are tight.
Electrical systems, too, can as
,
water steering components, rudder,
tiller cables, transom brackets and count for trouble. Be sure all fitall items that require periodic lidiri• tings are tight ; replace frayed wircations 'to prevent excessive wear. ing; check on the eleanlineis of
All worn or corroded parts should battery 'terminals for positive conractscusi cucrentflow. Batteries used
lee replaced.
- —
for powering electrical equipment
should lw fully charged.
CHANGING TIRES
Breit or nicked propellers ruin
TRAILERS
BOAT
ON
performance. Have your dealer inspect
a suspect' prop for repair or
In these days of top-notch equip„
ment. it is even more unusual to replacement.
boat's hull familia be cleaned
have a flat tire on a boat trailer
regularly, regardless of whether the
than on your automobile.
However, you wouldn't he with- host is used in fresh or salt water.
out a spare tire on your car. Yet a Grime or marine growth accounts
vast majority or the boat trailers on for heavy loss in performance. A
the road are not equipped with a wash down after earls boating trip
spare tire and wheel. That is why it will lessen labor after the boating
is not unusual to see a boat trailer season.
Engine appearance ran easily he
parked by the side of the road while
the owner has had tic run to the improved with matching can-sprayed
nearest garage to get a flat repaired. paints. Automotive hotly wax will
And this can 111e811 a costly delay. ails! further luster to a motor hood.

e-discove

ENTUCKY
.
769 —DANIEL BOONE BICENTENNIAL— i9,i:1

_

TRAVEL DIVISION. Dept. PDB-69
Frank fort, Kenlim is, .10601
Please send Knititicky Ira% el information.

Trailer Safety

One of the rules of the rood for boatmen is that when two boats cross at
right angles, the boat approaching from the right, or starboard, side hos the
right of•way The larger boot in the backciround here is respecting the right.
of-way of the smaller boat crossing in frcnt of him.

Stand to one side When
winching a boat onto a trailer.
In the remote case that the
taut winch cable should snap
or the hook straighten while
you are istanding in front of
the winch, you may be hit by
the lashing cable.
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SUE and
CHARLIE'S

an/111/11RMAN'S HEADQUARTER',"
t,o, Sporting Commis
*0' Zenith TVs
Chestnut Street

Famous Fish Dinners
with Hush Puppies

Murray, KY.

Phone 753-2571
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Harmon Whitnell WARD - ELKINS
DARD
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Our New Gun Department
Is Now Open!
All Makes of Guns

Built Distributor
MS Psi= Assam,

COME TO THEiNAN
THAT KNOWS
502 N. 4th St.

WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

Plow 711-4911111

HOOKS WHEEL
ALIGN:MN
Phone

753-6799

Zip

State

1113111 HOME MITI
•

The moral is that it is a g I
ides to carry a spare tire and wheel
on your boat trailer.
Then there is the question of
changing wheels if you should have
a flat. How do you sio it?
The Evinrude trailer owner's manual has a section that earries dohs-Asinine,"Adapting a Standard Au•
I
tibe Bumper Jack to Your Boat
Trailer." The procedure I. really
very simple-The trailer is equipped with a
tie-down plate at each end of the
rear s•rosa mendwr of the trade,
francs-. It is on this plate that the
rateliet lever should lie hooked.
W ith the support plate attached
to the end of the vertical jack shaft,
place the jack 80 that the vertical
shaft is tilting away from the boat
at a slight angle. Then simply jack
the unit up until the wheel is free
from the ground. Release the jack
in the usual manner after completing the wheel change.
If, the trailer you own does not
have a place to which you might
attach a bumper jack conveniently,
you may wish to consider a hydraulic jack so you do not get into
a position where you cannot change
a wheel on the trailer.

LIBERTY
Super Market
Murray's Largest and Most Modern Market

AT

We Give Treasure Chest Stamps

MARTIN

OPEN EVERY EVENING UNTIL
MIDNIGHT
Hazel Highway
Murray, Kentuciry
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All Scream for Ice Cream

...Plenty of Variety
AMERICA'S CHEESES

Use cooling dairy foods as your
summer menu mainstay, and see how
easy it is to put more appetite appeal
into every meal . . . with the flavor,
freshness and downright goodness of
these delicious, healthful foods. Serve
_
dairy products often.

Ironically, a "blue law" —
aiming to foster more Sabbath
virtue — was responsible for
the creation of a favorite ice
cream temptation.
14o sodas wade on Sundays
wae the ruling back in the
111110%. Which led to a delicious
lOophole—loe cream with swap only, no soda water. Christened the "sundae," it became
a treat any day of the week,
any time of the Year--but especially in summer when they
all scream for ice cream."
Put forth roar "sundae beat"
this summer by serving these
simply homemade sauces, one
at a time — or all together for
a delightful choose-your-own
dilemma, to which no ice
cream fancier could possibly
find any objections.
For Chocolate-Honey Almond
Sauce, just melt semi-sweet
chocolate pieces with whipping cream, then blend in
honey. Toasted almonds add
interesting crunch to the Super-smooth sauce,good whichever way you like to serve it —
hot or cold.
Honey Butter Sauce is•luscious blend of butter, honey
and whipping cream, spiced
with cinnamon and accented
with orange. And Rum Butter
Sauce Is one to keep in mind
for steamed puddings or slices
of plain cake as well as vanilla
Ice cream.
Lovely clear red Raspberry
Melba Sauce is delicious alone
over ice cream — and •neces410 for Peach Melba, that dessert classic which is really a
sundae with peaches.

Perhaps one of the ultimate
sundaes, though, is an ice
cream pie featuring butter pecan ice cream heaped high in
a crust good enough to eat all
by itself. The pie can be made
ahead, freezer-stored 1.11 the
occasion calls for an impressive dement, .then served with
a sunny
wt sauce to eight
fortunate ice cream fans.
CHOCOLATE-HONEY
ALMOND SAUCR
1% tees
1 ger (4 es. aka.) semisweet
sioesiste pieces
54 cur wbIpcse cream
% cop honey
% cup chopped blanched
almonds, toasted
In a small saucepan over low
heat, heat together chocolate
and cream until chocolate
melts. Blend in honey until
smooth; stir in almonds. Serve
warm or cold.
HONEY BUTTER SAUCE
1,% cups
% cup (I dick) butter
% cup honey
% teaspoon cinnamon
Dash of salt
% cup whipping cream
1 teaspoon orange extract
In a saucepan melt butter;
blend in honey, cinnamon and
salt. Remove from heat; stir in
whipping cream until smooth.
Add orange extract; cool.
RUM BUTTER DESSERT
SAUCE
lees
% cup (54stick) butter
IS cup sugar •
% cup whipping
Desk elask
1 leappeee rem aurae

In • small saucepan combine
butter, sugar, cream and salt.
Cook over medium heat, stirring constantly, until butter
melts and sugar is dissolved.
Remove from heat; cool slightly . stir in rum extract. Serve
warm or cold.

In mixing bowl combine cracker crumbs, pecans and sugar;
add butter and mix well. Turn
Into pie plate, 9-inch; press
against sides and bottom; bake
In preheated 375 degree oven
3 minutes; chill. Press 2 pints
of softened ice cream into
shell; freeze; top with 1 pint
RASPBERRY MEIJIA SAUCE Ice cream balls; freeze. To
1% cups
prepare Sauce: In heavy
1% teaspoons cornstarch
saucepan warm puree and add
I cup (10-oa. pkg.) frozen
lemon juice. Spoon sauce over
raspberries, thawed
pie before serving. /Sauce may
% cup currant jelly
be served warmed or chilled.
Blend cornstarch with 1 table- Makes 8 servings.
spoon juice from raspberries
to make a smooth paste; set
• TINY CUBES OF
aside. In • saucepan heat CHEESE, such as Swiss, Garraspberries with jelly; stir in da, Cheekier, Brick or Bins
cornstarch mixture. Cook,stir- added to a tossed green salad
ring constantly, until thick maks•flavorful surprise note
everyday food.
and clear. Cool. Serve over ice for an ordinary
• • •
cream or as Peach Melba.•
• FRESHLY SHREDDED
CHEDDAR
cheese is r wonder• PEACH MELBA
ful topping for
Place 1 peach half in each sprinkle it over fruit salad...
green
serving dish; top peach with vegetable... . orcooked
use
large scoop ice cream. Spoon hamburgers prepared it to top
on your
warm or cold Raspberry Melba outdoor grill.
Sauce over ice cream.
• • •
• ICE CREAM IS EASIER
APRICOT NUT SUNDAE PIE
to scoop or slice if moved front
1% cups crushed graham crackers freezer to refrigerator to soft(about IS)
en. Allow about 20 minutes
14 cup chopped pecans
for • half-gallon, 10 minutes
% cup firmly packed light
for a pint for scooping; half
brown sugar
this for slicing. When using a
% cup butter, melted
half-gallon, spoon ice cream
3 pints butter pecan ice cream
from center to side of carton.
To measure ice cream packed
Sauce
in half-gallons for recipes, reI cup apricot puree (2 jars,
4.,-oz. strained apricots or
member: a half-gallon cut in
half makes 2 quarts; a halt.
1 can, 1-lb. apricot halves,
gallon cut in fourths makes 4
drained and puréed)
pinta.
154 teaspoons lemon juice

a
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Canned ready-to-serve puddings put family desserts in the
right perspective .
easy, flavorful endings to everyday meals.
Choose from five favorites: milk and Dutch chocolate, French
vanilla, lemon, and rice with cinnamon puddings. All spool
smooth and velvety from the can. The most delicious natural
flavors you never cooked, or stirred, or mixed for that matter.
Two equally easy variations follow. The first swirls whipped
cream, instant coffee, and canned French vanilla pudding into
a light fluff of mocha. Spoon into dessert glasses and cap with
additional whipped cream and chocolate curls for extra appeal.
MOCHA VELVET
1 can (1514 ounces) French
. whipped
54 ,up
vanilla pudding. chilled
.171t
116 teaspouns instant coffee
Blend pudding and coffee. Gently fold in % cup of the whipped
cream. Garnish with remaining whipped cream and chocolate.
Hakes 4 servings.
•
The second turns gingerbread cupcakes (packaged mix variety) into lemon-ginger cupcake butterflies or Papillons with
the twist of a can opener and some clever but simple cutting.
LEMON-GINGERBREAD PAPILLONS
12 gingerbread cu:icakes
1 can (1654 ounces) lemon pudding
Confectioners' sugar
Cut large cone-shaped piece out of top of each cupcake. Fill cavity with pudding. Cut cone-shaped pieces in half; lightly press
top into pudding. Sprinkle with sugar. Makes 12 servings.

•
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WIgil TO- TAKE THIt 0P RTUNITY TO EXPRESS OUR GRATITUDE TO THE DAIRY FARMERS
OF THE JACKSON PURCHASE AREAS ... FOR THE
SPLENDID JOB YOU HAVE DONE IN INCREASING AND
EXPANDING THE DAIRY INDUSTRY, FOR THE PROGRESS YOU'VE MADE IN RAISING THE QUALITY OF
YOUR PRODUCT AND THE GREAT CONTRIBUTION
YOU HAVE MADE TO THE ECONOMY OF OUR SECTION OF KENTUCKY.
WE

WE SALUTE THE DAIRY FARMERT.7.---Who
Knows
So
WeII
How
a0...

WE ARE INDEED PROUD TO HAVE PLAYED A PART IN
CONTRIBUTING TO THE SUCCESSFUL GROWTH OF THIS
RAPIDLY EXPANDING DAIRY I N,D USTRY BY SUPPLYING
ABUNDANT, LOW COST ELECTRICITY. WE STAND READY
TO PUT THIS ECONOMIC GIANT TO WORK FOR YOU. USE
IT OFTEN. ELECTRICITY WILL HELP THE DAIRY INDUSTRY
TO PROSPER AND GROW, THUS CREATING MORE J 0 B S,
GREATER PROFITS, MORE PLEASANT WORKING CONDITIONS AND MORE LEISURE HOURS. ELECTRIC POWER
MEANS A STRONGER, MORE PROGRESSIVE COMMUNITY
AND A BETTER WAY OF LIFE.
muomente

4.

allialleillowsusementasisommessisolle

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-operative Corporation

...and Live Better Electric
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Sell71**
Atko,RotRiti

FOR SALO

Hospital Report

MASSEY FURGUSON hay baler
and New-Holland rake in good
condition. Can be seen after
430 pm. or call Puryear 14711049. John McCuiston, Puryear
Route 1
TT/4C

ENGAGEMENT RING and wedding band. Call 753-1916 before ADULTS 106
3:00 p. m. and ask for Mary. NURSERY 6
11'NC JUNE 9, 1969
NEW HEAVY DUTY cutters,"
ADMISSIONS
651P gear box, stump jumper
SINGER ZIG-ZAG" Late Itoand solid tail wheel. Heavy enRSAL ISTATI FOR IAL.1
del" in big desk with plenty of
Mrs. Karen Bolls, 1506 Delough to cut 4" bushes, gentle
drawer space. Makes buttonHAVE USTED mod anymont Dr., Murray; Mrs. Irene
FUIINISEED, Kastudy late
enough
to
cut
your
lawn.
5'
3-BEDROOM TRAIIJ2t, 1% holes, sews on buttons, blind
thing you would want. Give us
Mangol, 8087 Broadview Rd., Breattags, Mos. Acroweedaess
baths. Call 753-3930 after 409 P s, overcasts and fancy stit- pick-up models, $325.00. Also
a call.
Somme reserratiese,
4 pick-up and 3' pull models. oadview Hts., Ohio; Rule P. Burp.m.
attachments.
ches,
all
without
27C
1707 Magnolia, four-brlroom
par week. Castor* deem WE
Vinson Tractor Co., 753-402, keen, Jr., Rte. I, Dexter; Mrs.
brick, extra nice.
1114-144 NEW TWO-REDF.0011 brick 10 year guarantee. Pay find
ran 71111111111.
July 124_1 Phyllis McCuiston L Baby Girl,
balance of $36.62 or take up
CIRCO/LAMA, 1108 Fenian*,
Rte. 2, Murray; Master David
duplex
with
ceramic
We
bath,
payments of $5.18 per month.
TRAILER kr rent Meant:
three-bedroom atone.
J. Cathey, 509 So. 8th St., Murrange
and
AUTOS FOR SALO
air-conditioned. For free home trial call Paducarpeted.
Mr
esmillaeri
rem
1664 COLLEGE TERRACE. 4F. Fames, Rte.
idesirleal- Available June 30. *90.00 per cah collect, 442.8805.
3-17-C-1961 CADILLAC coserertible.1 ray; Mrs. Mary
garbage &figresal,
bedroom, two-bath, real nice.
walk Also traders for rent
1, Murray; James C. Quintou,
'Omop,
destele
19 equipped,
JOHNSON Blvd., in Keenelend,
for mummer and fall, couples 1989 DEMONSTRATORS. They Power and sir, 2 owners. Sharp Rte. 1, Dover, Tenn.; James L.
vate ht. AU Wham paid. or
J-14-C Maness,
four-bedroom, two baths, super.
boys. Phone 7534931.
make lig zag stitches automat- car. Call 436-2323.
3315 Clover Dr. , Iiid
Downtown location lin. Sits•
LENDALE ROAD, three-bedyear
ically.
20
guarantee.
$35.16
3-113-C
Ind.; Noble W. WilChevrolet
1986
OWNER:
BY
7115-111,1.
Phew
Maw,
ter
nice.
room brick,
while they last. Terms arranged. Caprice. Air, power, vinyl top. kerson, Rte, 2, Farmington; Mrs.
J-14C
CANTERBURY &states, threeTWO-BEDROOM duplan, dish- All fancy designs, plus buttonExcellent conditioo. Phone 480- Sarah Cunningham, Rte, 3, Benbedroom, two-bath, extraordinFIVE-ROOK funaisd apse'. washer, air, range, disposal, holes, sews on buttons, mono- 2303.
3-14-P ton; Miss Janice Burkeen, Rte.6,
carpeted
WI.
throughout.
Phone
grams, satin stitches and overmeat Wall-te-waR carpet. ANMurray; James R. Scott, Rte, 1,
753-7550.
1303 STORY Ave., three-bed1-19-C
casts. "In new console". For 1968 CAMERA) Rally Sport. Fac- Lynn Grove; Baby Boy Spann,
cenditimlag, arm apprisnms.
room, truly nice.
Downtown leaden Mrs.
TWO - BEDROOM apartment. free home trial call Paducah tory air and all power with 805 Minerva Place, Murray; Alto
KINGWOOD, Camelot Street,
.1-17-C black vinyl roof. Less than bert Martin, Gen. Del., Murray;
ter Many, Phan 1113-13EL Air-conditioner, carpets, elec- collect, 442-8605.
three-bedroom. Real good buy.
3,000 miles. Local car. 1968
J-14-C tric latches, carport. Call 753USED 12' a 15' mobile home. Buick Custom Wild Cat. Four Mrs. Beedle Clendenon, Rte. 1,
KINGSWOOD, Queeneway, 3.
5675.
Almo, Mrs. Baru Adams, Rte. 1,
TFC Very good condition. Shady
UNPVINISHED HOUSE Thiesbedroom. Real good buy.
door hardtop, factory air, powOaks, Lot No. 25. Can be seen er, tinted glass. Cain and Tay- Murray; Mrs. Gladys Raspberry,
bedrooms er tere bedroom* sod
l'ESBOROUGH Estates, 3WAPITI° TO MINT
on Saturday or call Fairdealing lor Gulf Station, Corner of 8th Box 87, Hazel; Clarence R. Studen. Sawa* &Meg mina Two
bedroom. Distinctively decorat(First Building Behind
bblefield, Rte. 5, Murray; Mrs.
3544680 and leave a number and Main.
Emplane& Fell beemmun lArge
ed.
Stella M. West, Lynnville; Mrs.
let with Mit tress had prim WANTED: married couple, tea- or on Saturday call 753-7838.
C/RCORAMA, 707 Earl Court,
(Chevrolet Garage)
space. Amiable July 1. lers. cher' at the University wish to
.1-14-C 1966 OLDSMOBILE 96, four- Beulah R. Broach, 504 So, 16th
three-bedroom Mope. Nice!
mot house, preferrably in
St., Murray; Claude T. Lawren-MAGNOLIA Drive in Keene--"weasinggessesoV1
'
. Baxter Illhewy, esisphese 75$- couatry. Phone 733-8693. .1-16-P
door hardtop with factory air
1217.
1-14C
land, three-bedroom, two-bath.
SAM DON'T forget to pick up and all power. Black cloth in- ce, Rte. 2, Kirksey, (Westview
Fine home.
the shampooer and Blue Lutz* side. 1966 Opal Cadet station Nur s):
811111/11:111 OPP1110
TRAILER SPACE at Pine Riori
KIRKWOOD DRIVE, three-bed- RIAL RSTATI FOR *ALS
at Western Auto Store. Home of wagon. Cain and Taylor Gall
Shores
on
Primrose
Drive
WILL MOW lawns and other the "Wishing Well".
DISMISSALS
room, two baths, many many
J-14-C Station, Corner of 8th and Main.
Clarence
Vallerry,
1015
srm
1600 BELMONT DRIVE: 3-bedodd jobs. OW 71124010 ITNC
extras.
3-16-C
North,
so. 314447ASSUME PAYMENTS on a used
Mrs. Annie L. Raspberry,Rte.
MACK FITTS home in Kings. room brick home, FHA built.
4567.
11-14P CONTRACT PAINTING. Inside spinetpiano. Good condition, 1987 CHRYSLER New Yorker,
wood, three-bedroom. Indescri- Has living room, kiddies with
2,
Hazel; George Brand, 319 No.
or outside. Contact Cary Miller $17.90 per month. Inquire at
built-in range, den, large bath,
4-door hardtop. Blue with black 7th St., Mayfield; Mrs. Margaret
bable beauty.
NEW MOBILE HOME ter rent or Calloway County Lumber
Leach's
Music
and TV. Dixie-vinyl roof. Factory air and all L. Davis, Gen. Del., Murray;
CANTERBURY Ilatetwa, four- utility, hardwood 'floors, can
12' x 06'. Nicely furniabsd, air Co. Phone 753-3069 or 7534833
land Shopping Center. Phone power. 1966 Pontiac Bonneville,
bedroom nearing completion. port. Also, drapes, GE air-coneonditioned. Leaned at ilhadv
Miss Shannou McDougal, Rte. 1,
753-7575.
ditioner and antenna are in1-18-C 4-door hardtop. Factory air and Almo; Miss Kelly McDomal, 703
Ultra modern.
lot. No children or pats, couple
No Jobs Too
cluded.
You
should
me
this
for
all the extras. Cain and Taylor Earl Crt., Murray; Mrs. srenda
1406 POPLAR, two-bedroom
only. References required. Con- Will DO baby sitting in your
a real value. Priced only $17,brick, garage. Nice.
Small or Large
tact Robert Wiggins at Wiggins home. Phone 7534754. J-17-C USED 18,500 BTU Coldspot air- Gulf Stat.jon, Corner of 6th and Whitford, Rte. 4, Mayfield; Mrs.
900.00.
conditioner. Good condition. Main.
501 SOU'Ili 7th., two-bedroom
Furniture or call 753-4608, beAltee Lockhart,(To ('.onv. Div.)
& FOUND
3-16-C
Call 753-6800.
brick, carpet. Cute.
A GOOD s-Bedroom Frame
tweeu 8:00 a. a. and 5:30 p. a.
Toile
1966 OLDSMOBILE Delta 86, Rte. 1, Murray; Mrs.Euple Thur304 SOUTH 11th., itrigrooin
- Home, white asbestos siding,
Only.
TFC LOST: liver and white spotted 1986, 305 YAMAHA Scrambler. two-door hardtop. Automatic man, 108 No. 9th St., Murray;
Appreciated
,frame, camel Tip top shape on So. 4th Street mote-died. Liv3-16-C and double power. Black vinyl Mrs. Itha Parks, (Expired) 400
FURNISHED spertemst, three printer, female bird dcg. Has Phone 753-7271.
GIWISWELL ROAD, three-bed- ing room, kitchen-dining men
°Aar.
Phcne
753-1311.
Inside. 1965 Buick E1ectra,125, Chestnut St., Murray:
3-17-C
rooms and bath, $60.00 per now
rooen brick. Real good buy.
bination, utility room, nice bath
SEVEN HP riding lawn mower, four-door hardtop. Factor,' air
All utilities furnished. Eascontact:
BAGWELL MANOR, three-bed- room, full basement, garage and
30-inch cut. Used two seasons and all power. Local car. Cain
CARD OP THANKS
ter Rilbrey. Phone 753-5617 sr
room brick. Hurry on this one. gas floor furnace. This is a
We, the ctildron of Mrs. May Phone 4924504 after 6:00 p. m. and Taylor Gulf Station, Corn751-12167.
1500 BELMONT, three-bedroom large comnaredi iot, with Plen3-16-C er of 6th and Main.
S. Alexander, wish to thank Dr.
3-18-C ADULTS 105
brick. Central heat and air. ty ares for shop or other bustNURSERY 6
C.
L
FURNISHED
Tuttle
HOUSES
and
and
the
nurses
on
REGISTERED
Yorkshire boar.
Nice.
nem in addition to home. This
apartments for boys immmor the 4th floor, 7 to 3, 3 to 11 See or call Larry Wisehart, 753- 1964 OLDSMOBILE 98, four- JUNE 10, 1969
STORY AVE. and Shady Lane, offers revenue pdential. Price
door
hardtop.
Factory
air and
Phone 753-5502
and fall musester. Phone 793- and 11 to 7 of the Murray Cal- 8875.
two-bedroom brick, centric heat $15,500.00.
all power. Local car. 1963 Buick
loway Ceenty Hospital, Dr. S.
5465 days — 753-5106 after
ADMISSIONS
ACREAGE: 4 miles south of
and air. Bargain.
Riviera. Factory air and all
Between 8:00 a.m.
R. Dodson and Rev. M. C. Gal- SEARS, three year old,
p.m.
17C
coppertwo,
you
sell
MEADOW GREEN Acres, id:- Murray, we cm
power. Cain and Taylor Gulf Staand 5:00 p.m.loway for their professional care tcne stove, $75.00. Ross,
Harold Colson, Rte. 3, Buchsix tion, Corner of 6th and Main.
6room brick. Extra nice. Hurry. five or ten acres, with well on
and spiritual help; and our months old, two watt
anan, Tenn., Mrs.Brenda Duncan
j17c
Two
LEASE:
urn
OR
TOR
wattle
BELMONT, 1603, 2U-room brick. It. Check with us on this.
3-18-C & Baby Boy, Rte. 6, Murray;
business buildings, South 4th neighbors and dear friends for talkies. Three channels interReal good buy.
NEARLY NEW three-bedroom
Street. Baxter Billwey. Plume their many kindneeses and ex- changeable, $100.00 or best of- 1967 CHEVELLE, two-door se- Dale Taylor, 1104 So, 16th St.,
1304 SYCAMORE, three-bed brick home. Two miles south co
753-5617 or 753-1257.
.1-14C pressions of sympathy clueing fer. AKC German Shepherd, dan. Straight shift, six cylinder. Murray; Mrs. Irene Shroat, 909
room frame. Bargain.
Hazel Highway. Has formal din'
the illness mid recent loss of two
room,
living
years old. Excellent watch 1965 Chevy H. Two door se- Olive, Murray; Master Larry
DUPLEX,, new, two bedrooms log area, large
241EDROOM anternideed apart- Our dear Mother.
dog.
Olds 1958 with tri-power. dan, 8-cylinder, straight shift. Clayton, Rte. 1, Hardin, Miss
each, modern. Good price.
nice birch paneled kitchen.
ment, 1901 Pegry Ann DT**, Mr. & Mrs. Version Alexander
NEAR Kenlake, done, fireplace, Beautiful large bath and show "
Clean,
45,000 actual miles. Cain and Taylor Gulf Station. Judy Allbritten, 1609 Miller,
or
Buy
To
Want
air-conditiceed.Cell 76140116.
Mr. & Mrs. Marion Alexander
basement, etc. Extra nice.
Needs some work. Best offer. Corner of 6th and Main. 3-16-C Murray; Mrs. Linda Hoke, Rte.
er off utility room. Electric
Mr.
.
&
Mrs.
Richard
Fame)/ 12-inch Airline portable T. V.,
1, Murray; Baby Girl Bolls, 1506
1804
FARMER, seven-room heat, carport and large sloping
"...
Trade For
1TP ill
1963 OLDSMOBILE Super 88. Belmont, Murray, Landon Carr,
FURNISHED apartment at com' frame, basement. Near MSU. lot. An opportunity to buy a
channels, $30.011 Phone 4DFour door sedan with factory
1964 te 1966
er of Clerk Street and Mayfield
2602 VINE, three - bedroom good value. Call for appoint2423.
3-17-C air, power and tinted glass. Lo- Rte. 1, Murray; Albert Cassity,
wframe, basemeot. Real good buy. meet..
Rte, 1, Murray:
Highway. See Clucks Morris at
CHEVROLET
AKC
PEKINGESE
VAN CLEVE Road, five-room ANOTHER THREE - bedroom
the home.
puppies. cally owned. 1962 Oldsmobile
1-174
Wheelbase
Long
88.
Air-conditioned and double
frame. Nice. Price reduced.
brick home. This one is Ni FairDISMISSALS
Ready to go. Boys summer jackLAKESIDE
COTFAGE, for
PICK-UP
ONE MILE on 641 North, 9 view Acres, three miles S. E.
et, size le. Two chairs. Phone power. Tinted glass. Cain and
rant—Monthly basis or lesivr,
Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of
acres and four-room garage a- on Highway 121. Nice large livMaster Larry Clayton, Rte. I,
753-2767.
Will Pay Top SKI
1-17
telephone 753-6104 between
6th and Main.
.1-16-C Hardin; Master Barry G. Sadler,
partment. Developing property. ing room carpeted. Combination
June
16
and
June
19.
.1-11•C
Nix
at
H.
See
J.
LD 641 North, three-bedroom family room-kitchen, birch pan1961 &TICK LaSabrt, 4-door Rte, 1, Lynnville; Joe Edd Ross,
bane, basemeot Bargain.
eled. Large birth, utility roan.
TOBACCO STICKS, 30 each, sedan. 1963 Chevrolet Impala Rte, I, Hardin; Leland Wyatt,
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
ONE AND hreinimem furn
111 SOUTH CITY limits, three- On lot 128' x 256'. Price $18,Kennedy Leaf Tobacco Com- 4-door sedan. Automatic,
6-cyl- 503 No. 5th St., Murray, Mrs.
Bo. 12th Street
ed apartmeMs es Smith MN&
:bedroom frame, acre lot Nice. 000.00.
pany, Mayfield, Phone 247-2682 inder. Cain and Taylor
Gulf Beauton Brandon, Rte, 4, MurZimmerman Apartment& nom
Murray, Ky.
021 SOUTH city limits, two- IN HAZEL. Two-bedroom con.1-14-C Station. Corner c•f 8th and Main. ray; Mrs. Catherine Tidwell, Rte,
MOM
1411.0
',bedroom thane. Good.
crete block home on State St. Business Phone 753-2617
.1-16-C I, Lynn Grove; Mrs. Elizabeth
IF CARPETS look dull and
LYNN GROVE, house on 1 3/4 His living room, kitchen, utiliATTENTION Old of tows tench
Roberts & Baby Boy, 16 Fox
dreary, remove the spots as 1963
Home Phone 753-3396
scree, three-bedroom frame. ty mom and bath. Electric and
PONTIAC
Catalina,
4
-door Meadows, Murray; Mrs. Martha
ars and students. Three private
they appear, with Blue Lustre. sedan.
KEENELAND DRIVE, four-bed- gas hest, city water and sewLocal
car.
1963
Ford H. Healy & Baby Girl; 1702 Farbedrooms with bath, with
Rent electric shampooer $1. Big Galaxie
morn. Ultra modem.
erage. Convenient to church,
300. Four-door sedan,
room and TV privileges.
K.
J-14C local car. Cain and Taylor Gulf mer Ave., Murray; Mrs. Erie
KEENELAND DRIVE. Extra school and stores. Total price
11101 Olive, phone 153-3103.
Ellis, 1606 Calloway Ave., Murmice three-bedroom brick.
Station. Corner of 6th and
only $5,500.00. To qualifying
J-16-C
ray; Mrs. Maggie W. Williams,
SHA-WA CIRCLE, three-bed- buyer $2,500.00 cash and balWANTED TO BUY
1980 71G-ZAG Sewing Machine, Main.
Rte. 2, Hazel; John Kelso(From
brick. Really nice.
ance on terms.
less than four months old. Re- 1963 OLDSMOBILE
FOUR NEW 2-bedroom, carpCony. Div.),Rte. 1, Lynn Grove;
F-85
station
HIGHWAY 121 West, two small FULTON YOUNG Realty, 4th WANTED, one used milk bulk eted apartments,
WAFT •1*-11114$1"—BeIP. Bob
possessed. Makes buttonholes, wagon.
wilt refrig- Sckhara, fl-Tea.,
I neatly owned. 1981 Buster Skinner (From Cony,
iruses. Nice lot.
tella reand Maple Streets, Murray, Ky. teak, ND gallons or less. Write erator
sews on buttons, all fancy stit- Buick
awlsirkessedltiesSpecial 4-door sedan. Div.), 120 Spruce, Murray:
L LIVE and 6th. Two frame Office phone 7537333. Tahoe hill details; Carol Whitmer,
porters
in
Washington about
attachments.
without
Sold
ches
ed_
Couples
er
teachers ady.
Cain and Taylor Gulf Station.
Young, house phone, 753-41146, Route 4, Russellville, Ky. 42276 1515 Sycamore
houses and extra lot.
new for $239.00, balance $48,50 Corner
er call 721-11SW his bill to allow draftees to
of 6th and Main. 3.16-C
3-144
, 307 ELM, three-bedroom frame. R. B. Patterson home phone,
bring
legal
counsel
to
local
month.
or
Call
$0.10
753per
after 5:00 p. n.
J-144
ZOO ON THE MOVE
438-5697.
Good commercial lot.
Draft Board appeal proceed6653 after 4 p. m.
.1-16-P 1962 BUICK Special, 4-door,
J-14-C
KIRICSEY, 3% acres, 7-room
ings. The bill would require
power
brakes
and
NELP WANTED
steering,
V8.
FURNISHED two - hollieses
brick house and shop buildthat draft registrants be
.1-16-C
RENTAL HOUSE for sal* by
15' SWISS 8 with built in depth 753-3730.
ing.
ROME UPI - The Rome Zoo
MALE OR FEMALE, no aspen house. Also tarnished any notified of their right to
owner, 1% blocks from Uniapartment
Moose
finder,
"MK
cloth
top,
speedometer,
ALMO, three-bedroom frame.
More necessruy. We will train
has fitted out a bus with 20
NOT1C11
counsel and would require
versity
on
West
Street.
Male
one set skis, and ski rope. 80
AMC
Modern.
rm. Apply between 2 and 4 In
cages and is taking monkeys,
Draft Beards to etate-rbaH. P. Johnson motor and Dilly ELECTROLUX SALES & Ben eagles, llamas, porcupines and
. ALMO. 2-bedroom frame on Two-story frame, opigeln pan- the afternoon in pens,. 144,
FOUREEDEDOM
sons
when
Moak
remade
--Efelt
Tor
elled,
Chianine
large
WNW
WO
trailer. Can be seen at 808 Gu- vice, Box 213 MtUrraYiKy.,C. other animals to schools whose
3/4-acre lot. Cheap.
phase calls. Dan Castle. WC mopes, furnished. ?UM lit alficatiorui or
reclassificaezt
411ly furnthrie Drive. Sherill Outland M. Sanders. Phone 38Z3176, students live too far away to
441 NORTH near Dexter, 30 baths, shower room.
Wife
or
753-3412.
J-17-C
tions are denied.
electric WANTED: dishwasher end mo753-3786.
'Sores with beautiful brick home ished, aireonditio
.1-16-C Lynnville, Ky.
Jul-Y" visit them.
Present- tel maid. Apply at the Kentucky
55 ACRES at Coldvider, tines- heat. Plenty of
ly
rented
to
Fraternity.
One
Lake
Lodge
Restaurant in Aubedroom brick home. Fine
year lease goes with sale of rora Phone 474-2359.
place.
J-17-C
Peanuts*
by Charles M. Schulz
house.
size
112'
Lot
a
296'.
Will
PANORAMA SHORES, two nice
finance.
Phone
7534344. 1-16-C
cottages.
PINE BLUFF, two trailers on 54 ACRES, 841 North, 9 miles
YOU STA'? MINK WHERE
good lots.
from Murray. About 335' highPINE BLUFF, three water- way frontage. Cad 753-72139.
front lots, many others.
.1-17-P
BLUFF, two cottages,
CET RID 01
I nice.
PESTS
LAKEWAY SHORES, two lots.
GATEWAY ESTATES on Barkley Lake, five water-front lots.
KENIANA, beautiful waterfront UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY
104( N15
ANN NORSIIRT FRANCHISE
lot.
Carry Germs
22 ACRES adjoining Chandler YOU COULD OWN AN ANN
SPIDERS
HERBERT SHOP! An outPart.
Are Poison
see.
will
location
standing
farms
of various
SEVERAL
TIRMITIS
be available in Money. Avsizes.
Eat Your Home
MAPLE SPRINGS subdivision, erage a 9% net profit on
Nancy
by Ernie Busluniller
high volume bides apparel.
'Ake large lots.
Liddy owned and operatFIVE commercial or business Our stones averaged $000,ed fir 311 years. We ems be,
lots in different parts of town. 000.00 in 1964. Ne expermaid 04 hours • day.
REAL FINE business lot with ience necessary.
ANN NIIRIMIRY
I MADE
call Today Per FRIO
50' a 100' garage building. See
Provides eite sdectioo, lease
this.
hwasethe
IT FOR
negotiation, store design, naI'VE BEEN
Pewee 1334014
91' a 150' BUSINESS lot with
FRIENDJ
AN
OLD
Member Chamber of
clean up shop, worth the money. tionally advertised brands,
HAVE
FEEDING HIM
WHO
proven sales promotions,
Csmeasees and Budder'
IN KY. LAKE Development, two
A
FOR YEARS
personnel,
for
all
training
IS
pice cottages, large lots.
Asseelatiea. LCP-1116
JELLY
15-ROOM nice frame on Main advertising, continuous counTHAT
seling. Cash investment is
(
btreet. central heat.
APPLE
ON
POR ALL YOUR Real Estate $15,000.00430,006.00, securneeds come by or call GUY ed by fletures and invenFOR?
SPANN REAL ESTATE AG- tory. For details write:
ENCY at 518 West Main, NaANN NORIMIST COMPANY
tional Hotel Building Business
2116 Pieseside Drive
Maser 713.9914
Phone 733-7724. Home Phone:
Jefferson/own Ky. 411990
1
1
1
1
••••
guy Spann. 753.2517.-Louim
N-ITC
Irlr
imam. us's.: TAMBaker, 753-2409: Onyx - Ray.
II
III
'k 7534919; Gary Young, 753-8109.
11111.
I
3-1
Am- 4

7W110116W

Dr. D. Outland
Announces

the removal of his office

4
fly desserts in the
to everyday meals.
chocolate, French
iddings. All spool
it delicious natural
I for that matter.
Irst swirls whipped
mills pudding into
asses and cap with
for extra appeal.

from

104 North 4th Street

Johnson Blvd.

•reain. whipped
olitioua I
cup of the whipped
earn and chocolate.

(packaged mix vaor Papillons with
it simple cutting.
ONS
rig

cupcake. Fill cavhalf ; lightly press
s 12 servings.

TO EX1MERS
1 THE
rG AND
PROTY OF
UTION
SEC-

Black Top
Paving

Free Estimates

A. Z. fARLEY

YOU BELONG!OVVOUTfOUT

C

KELLY'S PEST
CONTROL

1

•

•••

•

lbsio44144.1404.4.00.4dows...d.weitAs.4100011P,

t.

11'115-+-4,
. mr

."914. • • -
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(Cenehnned Prom Pees OW

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Talk about a mess Originally I was
unhappily married to John I made up name) and we had two
small daughters. I fell in love with Peter (also made up
name) and a wild love affair followed from which I bad a
third child—a son. I was still married to John when this boy
was born, so the child legally was John's sac. A year later
John and I were divorced and I married Peter, who legally
adopted all three children.
Now the problem: My son is the image of his REAL
father, but the records show that he is ADOPTED. The boy is
saws in weeder why, if be is ADOPTED, be looks exactly like
melloPtollor." I would rather not ,tell him the truth, but
bow can I get away with it?
MIXED UP AFFAIR
DEAR MIXED UP: r Pni this thee the hands 1 •
competent lawyer. Ls some states. 111111ell progress has bees
made Se spare embarrassment Is ianeceat parties (your seal
in sac* mixed up affairs.
DEAR ABBY I used to think you iseins up the letters in
your column, but here's a true one far you that takes the
cake.
A 50-year-old co-worker at mine has been married and
divorced four times, and now she's engaged to marry
"Number Five." Her mother is giving. her a MISCELLANEOUS shower—which means, bring anything. The
whole office is invited. Men inciuded._
Now, Abby, a woman who has been married cif and on
for 30 years domicil need to be set up in housekeeping. Who
would you say was to blame for this shocking lack of taste?
The bride who permits it? Or the mother who is putting it
an?
AGGIE
DEAR AGGIE: I'd say it was a joie vesture. Year
en-worker and bet somber want to fill the }siat with free
reeds.
DEAR ABBY: What do you think of a 34-year-old mother
of 6 children going roller skating!
I took my three oldest children skating, and since I used
to skate when I was their age, I rented a pair of skates and
Joined them on the rink.
It was just wonderful The exercise made me feel so
good, and I can't tell you how many good laughs I and the
children had.
- Well, when I got home and told my husband about it, be
lure lit into me. He said a woman my age with children has
no business roller skating with a bunch of kids. He has bees
downgrading me and ridiculing me ever since.
Abby, if you think he's right, please tell me I'm not a
silly chiliad) woman. I mind my own business and don't
LOVES TO SKATE
drink or smoke.

Se says Dr. VanHook. And more
than that, he's written one to
take the place of Stephen Fosters, only to the same tune.
H. calls it "Kentucky Always
Our Home" and it's sung to the
tune of "My Old Kentucky
Home." It goes:
United we stand, but divided
we would fall,
Says the mono of our dear
State.
Then, come what may, let us
stand united all
While striving to keen Kentucks Iftelkt•
Purchase and Mountains (the
same Kentucky sod),
Bluegrass, Knobs and Pennyrile
All have the mine Bible, proclaim the wee God.
And hold hearts that beg true
all the while.
Here's to old Kentucky!
Long live the Integrant State!
Wherever we roam, we shall
call this State our home,
And we'll alwears believe Kentucky great.
The Kentucky Irish AMIITACSO
tells about the boy who moved
to the City and wrote back to
his brother on the farm: Yesearl* we autoed to the country
dub and golfed till dark, then
pieknicksd mid later motored
to the beech where we weekTh. brother wrote back: "Yesterday we buggied to town and
bameballed all afternoon. Today we muled out to the cornfield and gee-hawed until sundown. Then we suppered and
piped for a while; after that we
staircased up to our rooms and
bediteaded until the clock
first"

(Csiehmed Prom Pails Onsi
decided for the "international
meeting". This meeting will be
wen to eighth grade members
o/ 4-H, as well as the trip.
Those present were: lOchael•
Buiehett. Randy Les, Linn
Dunn, Karen Alexander, Judy
Kelso, Ellen Watson, Mn. Glen
Sims Mr. Sims, and Mrs Dunn.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs Sims to the group and the
meeting was adjourned.

Cadiz Man
Charged With
Attempt To Kill
W. Dodson Futrell, cad's,was
arrested early Saturday moraine by Deputy Sheriff Joe Anderson on a warrant taken by
a calloway county man, charging Futrell with felonious assault with attempt to kill.
The arrest was the result of
an episode which occurred
around midnight Friday at Kenlake Reach. Futrell alledgely
tried to drown the other man
by repeatedly holding the man's
head under water.

ANTI-WAR PROWLERS
LOS ANGELES UPI -Prowlers
who broke into the Fountain Nursery School Tuesday didn't snail
anything, but they apparently had
a message to get across.
They lined im plastic soldiers
and toy building blocks into two
opposing armies and in the "nomans' land— between the combatants chalked in the words:
"No more war toys, please"
The U.S. Census Bureau
reports that 12 million women
are "heads of households"
These are women on their own
and frequently many are
financially responsible for °thus
— their own children, aged
parents or other relatives, the
Life Insurance and Health
Insurance Institute reports.
* ••

C
Vote Monday
On Extension

.Petroleum goes into the pro
ommittee To ceasing
of about 3,000 products.

WASHINGTON (UPI)
—
House Democratic Whip Hale
Bogp predicts President Nixon
will win House approval of the
Ilse, Lady. And
DEAR LOVES: Year Unbend is eat
admiedination's income tax
yea can ten him I said SO.
su r c h a r g• extension even
though Maim& want more tax
reforms than the administration
DEAR ABBY: My father is a sweet old man, age 62. My
has offered.
biggest worry is his drivieg. Lately he has been involved in
Boggs., D-La., acting chairseveral minor accidents. (It's always the other fellow's
man of the House Ways and
fault I
Abby, whenever anyone maniocs that maybe he Means Committee, mid the
abonkIn't drive anymore, he puts up a terrible fuss He's as committee will approve the tat
stubborn as a mule. Fm afraid for his life, or someone else's extennon Monday, and the
Houma will pies it the following
every time he gets behind that wheel. Whet can I do?
week.
LOVES POPS
Bogp is flitting in for
DEAR LOVES: As Wag as "Peps" is licensed ea drive Chairman Wilbur D. Mills, D.
AND can get awes imeinrance, there's ma meek you can de. Ark., sick with an intestinal
ailment.
Sat that's set likely I. thatimie kw bag.
Nixon yielded Thursday to
Everybody has a problem. What's yours? For a peresnai liberal demands for tax reform
reply write le Abby, Box Wee, Las Angeles, Cal. NSW and by attaching to the surcharge
major
package •
reform
anise,• Manepsa, self-addressed euveispe.
proposal—tax relief the TreasuFor AbWs new boal4. "Whet Teen-Agsrs Want in ry Department said would
Jairow," seed al is Abby, Don OM,Us aseesbra. CaL SOIL cover 5 million poor families.
Liberak mid afterwards it was
not smonjk_Tbey want minuenoUfaffelmr reforms, lootedknew to Yeslerday's Puzzie
kg mod of the TPA per cent
oil depletion allowance.
MEM' Emec F..ou The tact the committee
ACROSS
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dflOM 1003 nou ordered the administration to
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cmamuu mu aom actually prepare a MD for a
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MAYFIELD, Ky., June 13—
Two Graves Cowley residents
remain hospitalized today in
Memphis, Tenn., and Lexington.
Ky., from injuries they sustained
in a traffic mishap which took
the life of a third person here
Wednesday.
Michael Redden; 12, 1222 Sunnyside, Mayfield, is listed in
critical condition at the Unieersity of Kentucky Medical Center in Lexington. He sustained
serious head injuries as well as
fractures of the right arm and
wrist. He das transferred to the
Lexington hospital early Thursday from Fuller-Morgan Hospital after his condition report.
:idly worsened.
Young Redden was a passenger
the vehicle driven by his
!ether, John D. Redden, 37, who
died about six hours after the
accident which occurred about
5.p.m. Wednesday on the Purchase Parkway north of here.
The driver of the other car,
Nathaniel Leroy Deal, 45, Boaz
Rt. 1, is listed in serious condition at the Veteran's Administration Hospital in Memphis.
Deal suffered a cerebral concussion and fractures of the left
forearm and left ankle.
Deal currently is in the intensive care unit at the Memphis
hospital and reportedly was not
responding to treatment early
today.
Authorities who investigated
the accident said the Deal car,
which was traveling north,
crossed the median on the divided highway and struck the Redden vehicle beadon. Redden was
traveling south at the time. No
reason for the mishap could be
given, authorities said.
Redden, a native of Lexington,
was the director of the J. U.
/Ceti! Mental Retardation-Mental
Health Center here.
Funeral services for Redden
were held at 10:30 a.m, today at
the Byrn Funeral Chapel. The
body then was transferred to
the %inward Funeral Home in
Lexington. A final service for
Redden will be held in Lexington tomorrow and burial will be
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FRANKFORT: State Department of Education has
called a halt to sale of any
more school bonds until the
present "adverse conditions
in the money m arket are
settled."
James Melton. assistant
superintendent of public
instruction in charge of finance, said that within past
two weeks four bond issues
have failed to sell.
HE TOLD THE state
Board of Education
Wednesday that in absence of "precommitted
buyer s" something must
give before more bond is.
for building can be
sold.
The increase in interest
rates must be adjusted, or

conditions change materially, he said, in order for future sales to be made.
State law limits to 6 per
cent the amount of interest
that can be paid for such
issues "and 6 per cent money is hard to find at this
time"
THE REMARKS fitted
into a pattern which has
been current nationwide
. . . and in light of recent
hikes in prime interest
rates to 8% per cent . . .
it makes 6 per cent financing "difficult if not impossible."
And only the General Assembly can lift the 8 per
cent limitation," Welton
noted.
The school bon d issues
which failed to sell are in
Bow ling Green, Benton,
Leslie and Hart Counties.
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SCOTT DRUG

1205 Chestnut Street

WILL BE OPEN LIERY SUNDAY
for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m.

-Sort eif
A way.
rainy. '
but not

Scientists say most of the 2,
500 species of mosquitos never
bite humans.

The I selling import
truck-saves
you up to 50%!

in a Lexington cemetery.
An inquest into the accident
Is planned next week according
to Graves County Coroner James
Mills.
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E. G. ADAMS, state
commiuioner of banking,
said earlier that one of
the effects in the hike of
prime interest rates would
be t h e "possible drying
up" o f mortgage - money
sources for awhile.
The 844 per cent prime
rate is sp against t h e
Kentucky state law that
limits interest rates to 7
per cent.
It will be felt strongest
in the home-buying industry, since homes are financed by mortgages.
Gov. Nunn has agreed
to consider calling a special session of the Legislature to raise the rate ceiling if the mortgage officials can get a majority of
legislators to agree on a
plan in advance.
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Six foot all -steal bed! Economical.
powerful OHV engine! Perfect for
work or play-loads Roomy cab, vinyl
upholstery. 4-speed stick shift.
whitewalls. dozens of extras!
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DATSUN
MAKE THE SOUND MOVE TO
DATSUN AT YOUR NEARBY DEALER'

i

LASSITUtsit jicKINNEY

810 Sycamore

NOW I 60T T' Fi6GER OUT
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you consider buying a
of beef, recognize that
weights quoted usually are
"hanging" weights - the weight
before cutting, trimming and
boning. The cutting loss - the
excess fat and bone that's
thrown away - can vary from
20 to 30 per cent or more. `

—A half-hour film of proper
use of medical services will be
produced jointly by Economic
Security and Public Information
departments during the next
six weeks for subsequent statewide telecasting.
Deitz also will start hammering-out with Teague a reorganization of the entire medical assistance program. "This is with
a view of creating a single
functional unit, rather than two
separate and often conflicting
units," Della said.
An auditor's report this week
pointed out unnecessary duplication of services, inefficiency
of computer operations, and
confusion of authority in the
program.

Unite

GRIFFIN LAWN NOVELTIES
3726 Park Avenue, Paducah. Ky.
CONCRETE AND POTTERY
largest Selection in West Kentucky

State Tells Schools Not
To Sell Building Bonds

I.16

51 Encounter
52 Reverence
54 Roman tyrant
55 ',noshes
56 Communist

Revival

Redden Boy Medicaid
In Critical
Condition
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New Jersey, -and at tende&
Princeton Seminary. He return7
ed to Nashville in 19114 et a
teacher at David Lipscomb Cul.
elm&
Pegs
Pr..
(Contleined
(Ceseriteed Pram Pees 0
,
110
loge. He taught there until 140
Palestine, and J•pan.
and at the same Urns preached
thlY, rather than on a semiHs began his preaching es- for the Grace Avenue Church'
annual basis.
Freed—Persons who get a pay- reer while attending
In Nashville. He continued
193840. Hs graduate studies at Peabt,d)
check with ordinary payroll de- Hardman College,
dereceived the doctor's de
ductions will be considered em- received his BA and MA
Peabody and
ployed. Present regulations al- grees from George
gree in the history and philoso
and
1945
and
plsy of higher education
low 11,500 now employed full. College in 1941
time for the 1948.
time on federal training pro- preached at that
Church in
In September 1950, Mr. Beira
grams to be considered unem- Grandview Heights
became dean of Oklahoma
ployed for medical assistance Nashville.
irorked
Baird
Mr.
194344
In
Christian College. He became
purposes.
in Trenton. president in September 1954.
—Time when a person may with the church
Dr. Baird is married to the
remain in • nursing home aftSOCCER DOCTOR
former Avanelle Elliott, who
er certification that skilled nurhes an MA from Peabody. They
sing care is no longer necessary
EAST HORSLEY, England UPI- have four daughters, Harriet,
will be reduced from 80 to 20
days, during which relocation Student Roger Dancey is going Lynn Muir, Frances and Morto specialize.
row Beth, and a son, James rn
will be arranged.
Dancey, who is graduating
Dr. Baird serves on the eell.
—Length of authorized hospi- from the University of Exeter tonal councils of two monthly
tal stay will be reduced from this month, plans Co get his religious periodicals, the "Min14 to 7 days, but in extreme PHD in soccer. He plans to write ister's Monthly" and the "205
cases, the 7-day limit will be ,his thesis on why one million Century Christian."
Britons watch professional socextended.
The public is invited to at
—Recipients will be educated cer games every week.
tend these services.
toward proper use of medical
services in local public assistance offices. This will start on
a pilot program basis in Powell, Caldwell and Russell Counties next month.
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SEEN HEARD ... Teen Club
at a Kentucky that is forever
rid of the blight of human slavery and shall endure as a land
where all may enjoy the blessings of freedom. Let us sang of
a Kentuclq that is aware of
shortcomines, and is daterntined
to correct them."

Only a lawyer
can solve this!
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